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Report of the Acting President
To the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor of submitting the following report for the
academic year 1980-1981.
THIS is a report that four months ago when I became acting
president I was not looking forward to writing. No one takes
much pleasure in recounting the unhappiness of the past. But the
record of these last four months has told a very different story. It
has been some time since I have encountered as much goodwill
among students, faculty, staff, and alumni as I have found. Clearly
the members of the Bowdoin family wish to pull together again,
and they are doing so with a spirit that reflects a long tradition of
loyalty and concern. An acting president would be presumptuous
were he to take any credit for this new state of affairs, but he is, I
trust, permitted to enjoy it.
How we fell into the Slough of Despond, how we extricated our-
selves, and how we got on with our trip toward the Delectable
Mountains ought to be a part of an annual report. It can, I believe,
be summarized briefly and without rancor or harsh judgment. On
November 22, 1980, the Governing Boards met in Brunswick to
accept the resignation of Willard F. Enteman as president of the
College. Also accepted was the resignation of C. Warren Ring as
vice president for development. In a letter to the members of the
Bowdoin College community, Paul P. Brountas of the Class of
1954, president of the Board of Overseers, and William C. Pierce
of the Class of 1928, vice president of the President and Trustees,
reported that Dr. Enteman had resigned because he had not found
among the Boards the support he had expected. The absence of
further explanation disappointed and annoyed some, and this dis-
may broadened the general unhappiness, especially that of faculty
and students, who felt that they had not been seriously consulted
in an evaluation of Dr. Enteman. The final actions of the Novem-
ber 22 meeting were the establishment of a Committee on Gover-
nance, the establishment of a Presidential Nominating Committee,
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and the election of an acting president to serve until a regular
president is appointed.
The establishment of the Committee on Governance, under the
chairmanship of Merton G. Henry of the Class of 1950, did much
to ensure that one aspect of last semester's difficulties—the cumber-
someness of our governmental structure—would be addressed seri-
ously and constructively. At the same time, the establishment of
the Presidential Nominating Committee, under the chairmanship
of Everett P. Pope of the Class of 1941, proclaimed a new begin-
ning. Both committees are made up of representatives from various
constituencies of the College—a reminder that a college works best
when all work together. Each constituency has since been invited
to offer suggestions to both committees, and as the committees
have moved along, their bulletins have kept the campus ap-
prised of progress. We are reminded again that Bowdoin is an
open community.
As for the acting president, I accepted this position with the
clear understanding that I would not simply tend the shop but
would get on with the serious business of the College. I have tried
to do so. The students and faculty who serve with me on the Cur-
riculum and Educational Policy Committee have cheerfully met
at least once a week—and evenings as well as afternoons—in our
effort to complete a curricular review and to recommend changes
we think will bring Bowdoin as a liberal arts college closer to the
ideal it has always sought. The report is in its final draft and
will go to the faculty in April. I am grateful to the administrative
staff and to Professor John C. Donovan, who serves on the Develop-
ment Committee, for their help in narrowing the number of candi-
dates for the vice presidency for development. I am trying to fill
this position as soon as possible because I believe Bowdoin cannot
afford to wait for the appointment until a new president is selected.
In fact, I see the urgency in this appointment and the urgency in a
curricular review as closely related, for any request for financial
support must be on behalf of a curriculum to which we can point
with increasing pride. If we seek new resources we should seek
them to strengthen what essentially we are—a very good liberal
arts college.
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The new vice president will find other challenges. (And he will
find to aid him an excellent staff which has been working dili-
gently and successfully, with C. Warren Ring's helpful service as
a consultant, in a difficult and trying year.) Bowdoin, like almost
all other private colleges, has grown to depend on state and federal
grants to supplement its income from other sources. But this year
the draft of the Maine governor's budget contains no scholarship
money for Maine students, even though approximately sixty per-
cent of the Maine students currently receiving aid under this pro-
gram come from families earning less than $12,000 a year. Over
the next four years the loss in this aid to Bowdoin students will
amount to approximately $30,000. Equally important is the possible
loss of a reciprocal arrangement with Massachusetts amounting to
about $50,000 in aid to Bowdoin students over a four-year period.
As for federal programs, the impact on the College is much more
complex, and the policies of the new administration, though not
certain yet, seem more far reaching. Not only will funds for loans
and scholarships be reduced, but grant income from the National
Endowment for the Arts, the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities, the Institute for Museum Services, and the National
Science Foundation may drop by fifty percent or more.
Insofar as our own scholarship program is concerned, for several
years funds for financial aid have not increased at a rate to keep
pace with the rising cost of attendance. Despite our long-standing
commitment to the aid program, we were not able to guarantee
that all admitted applicants would be funded regardless of their
financial need. A special Commission on Financial Aid Policies,
chaired by Mr. Pope, reviewed both resources and student needs.
In its report to the president, the commission concluded that re-
sources for aid would allow the College to fund annually all needy
upperclassmen and to make new aid commitments to 120 to 130
incoming freshmen out of an entering class of 375 or so. Beyond
this goal the College would have to exercise restraint. It is hard
to know at this time just what sort of limitations this will place
on Bowdoin's admissions efforts in the years ahead, but it is
clear that financial aid is no longer sufficient to allow us the full
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freedom of selection that we have enjoyed for the last dozen or so
years.
Looking to the future, we find other needs that will soon be
upon us. Of immediate concern is the computer. Our DECSystem-
10, which has served us well for twelve years of teaching, research,
and administration, has outlived its usefulness in a world of rapidly
advancing computer technology. It has grown less reliable, and
components for repair are not readily available. The Faculty Com-
puting Center Committee and the Governing Boards Computing
Center Committee have worked with the director of the Comput-
ing Center to plan for a new system which will not only allow us
to do better those tasks which we are presently doing but will
allow us to plan seriously for a coordinate major in computer
science to add a new dimension to the curriculum.
In another area, important to the cultural life of the College,
our museum holdings must be protected by a climate control
system. This project is discussed in the Report of the Director,
College Museums, appearing later in this booklet. Although we
shall look to foundations and other appropriate agencies for as-
sistance, these agencies will expect the College to shoulder a portion
of the cost.
Finally, the construction of a building to link the Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library to the old stacks of Hubbard Hall, thereby in-
creasing the efficiency and easing the congestion in the "new"
library, will demand renewed attention. A grant of $750,000 from
the Pew Memorial Trust and proposals currently before other
foundations demonstrate our continued effort to see this venture
to completion.
The financial challenges posed by the need for new scholarship
funds, for a computer, for museum climate control, and for a li-
brary extension should not be grounds for discouragement. They
are, rather, opportunities to strengthen a remarkably vigorous col-
lege justifiably proud of its students and its faculty.
Before reviewing their activities and before bringing this discus-
sion of needs to an end, I feel I should observe that the most serious
and uncertain problem for the College is the high cost of inflation.
We have tried to keep our own house in order by bringing a bal-
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anced operating budget to the Boards. This achievement was made
possible only by increasing charges and by recognizing that certain
delayed maintenance projects (amounting to about $500,000)
ought not to be charged to the operating costs of a single year but,
given the nature of the projects, can justifiably be designated as
capital expenses. The increase in charges of $1,280 per student,
linked largely to inflation, would have been even greater had not
certain economies, particularly in energy consumption, been ef-
fected. The efforts of the Governing Boards to revise the invest-
ment practices and endowment return policy in order to achieve
larger returns will help in the future. Whether more radical steps
will have to be taken depends on the national economy, on the
new technology of energy, and on the development of fresh re-
sources for the College in the very near future.
All discussion of finances must be but prelude, however, to our
primary concern—the accomplishments of students and faculty,
and it is to this concern that I wish to address the remainder of
my report.
For students, the campus has been a busy place academically,
socially, and culturally. Last October, 218 students were named
James Bowdoin Scholars, 9 were cited for election to Phi Beta
Kappa in their junior year, and 15 each received a detur (Professor
Philip C. Beam's Winslow Homer s Magazine Engravings) for
having earned High Honor grades the previous year in all their
courses. Over 150 students participated in "study away" programs,
thus extending their educational opportunities and their cultural
experiences. Three seniors have won Watson Fellowships this year
for special postgraduate projects, a singular honor when one real-
izes that seniors in fifty colleges were invited to compete for seventy
awards. We also have finalists in competition for other distin-
guished honors still to be awarded. The academic record of our
students is, clearly, impressive.
The extracurricular life of the campus continues to be enriched
by professional and undergraduate concerts, by the various exhi-
bitions referred to in the museum director's report, by dance
recitals involving our own students as well as guest artists, by
some excellent productions from Masque and Gown (David S.
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Walker's '80 Zeus in Sartre's The Flies was a performance to be re-
membered), by interesting film series, by the innovative program-
ming of WBOR, and by a number of lectures and readings spon-
sored by the Committee on Lectures and Concerts and by various
academic departments.
One activity deserves special mention because it has regrettably
been misunderstood. On January 20 the College, by a vote of the
faculty, suspended classes for a day in order to honor Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s birthday with "A Day Against Racism." The event
was planned after open meetings indicated a concern about racism
among all races—on the campus, in the nation, and throughout the
world. No specific incident occasioned the day; in fact, it was
hoped that such a day would help prevent the very kinds of inci-
dents occurring on other campuses and in other cities and towns.
A panel, a lecture, films, and thirty-four seminars held throughout
the day attracted a large number of participants. The day was pro-
ductive, I believe, not simply because an important question was
addressed, but because a majority of the campus came together to
engage a common concern.
Although fraternities still play a major role at Bowdoin (fifty-
three percent of the Class of 1984 chose to pledge), the social life
of the campus grows more broadly based. A number of students
find their social outlets in activities such as the Orient, the Student
Executive Board, the Student Union Committee, the Bowdoin
Women's Association, and a variety of musical and other cultural
organizations. Athletics, too, attract a large number of students,
both men and women. Interest in varsity sports is especially high.
The soccer program ran with both varsity and junior varsity teams
for men and women, and this winter a women's junior varsity
basketball team was formed to meet a demand prompted perhaps
by the remarkable success of the women's varsity team. This year
we had thirteen men's intercollegiate teams, ten women's, and
three coeducational.
Two matters relating to undergraduates have been of special
interest to members of the College: the status of women in the
fraternities and the efforts of the Office of Career Services. By vote
of the Governing Boards, women are to participate in fraternities
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at the local level on an equal basis with men. This year, in trying
to effect the transition, the deans have found the individuals on
both sides of the issue to be far more conciliatory than in previous
years. Those few fraternities slow to adapt have been given a set
of guidelines describing the kinds of changes that should be made.
The Student Life Committee is presently reviewing reports from
the fraternities indicating whether they intend to follow the guide-
lines, and the committee will next decide what further steps should
be taken to encourage compliance. In brief, the policy of the Boards
has not yet been entirely implemented, but it is in the process of
being realized in a way that we hope will retain the goodwill
of all who feel strongly about the importance of fraternities at
Bowdoin. In order to increase communication and cooperation
among fraternities and between fraternities and the College, the
dean of the college and the dean of the students have been meeting
each month with fraternity house alumni corporation officers. This
group has discussed such items as campus-wide parties, respon-
sible drinking, shared fraternity and College responsibilities, and
fraternity security.
As for career counseling, traffic through the office increases daily
as interest in jobs immediately after graduation grows. This in-
terest can perhaps be explained by the high cost of attending
graduate school, by the debts often incurred during the under-
graduate years today, by the growing attention of graduate schools
to students who have some practical experience before matriculat-
ing, and by the increasing practice of employers paying part or all
of the costs of further study. To assist students in selecting careers
and in developing skills for interviews, the office provides a variety
of seminars and workshops, a number of them involving alumni.
Through the generosity of the Society of Bowdoin Women and
the IBM Corporation, a Betamax television camera system has been
purchased for use in developing a cassette library on interviewing
and career fields. Instruction is also available in techniques for
taking admissions tests to various types of graduate schools. One
incident, I think, illustrates the growing effectiveness of the Office
of Career Services. After interviewing twenty-seven undergrad-
uates at Bowdoin recently, a major Boston bank invited nine to
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the city for further talks. When Harry K. Warren, the director of
career services, was asked whether that was good, he replied, "I'd
have been delighted with three!"
That Bowdoin's curricular and extracurricular programs will
continue to have deserving participants is in large part, of course,
the responsibility of the Admissions Office. There the applicants
continue to be strong. Although the number of candidates seeking
admission to the Class of 1985 was down a bit this year, the quality
of those applying was fully as high as it has ever been. We were
particularly encouraged to be able to admit one of the largest and
best-prepared early decision contingents in some years. While the
decline in the population of college-age students in the next ten
years or so inevitably will have some impact on Bowdoin, we are
preparing for it, and we shall work hard to admit only qualified
students who can benefit from the Bowdoin experience.
In the final analysis, good students are going to be drawn to
Bowdoin only if they have heard that they will find good teaching
here. The quality of the faculty today says much about the quality
of the students tomorrow. My own experience with the work of
my colleagues leaves me optimistic. One has only to review the
recent bibliographical reports of faculty research and writing to
realize that Bowdoin students are being taught by men and women
attuned to their subjects and judged favorably by their peers.
Through serving on the Faculty Affairs Committee last year, I have
reviewed the professional publications of several colleagues and I
have read carefully appraisals of their teaching by current under-
graduates and by dozens of recent alumni whose opinions we have
sought. At times I am under the impression that half the faculty
are among the "two or three best teachers I have ever had!"
Certainly the faculty take their teaching seriously. Over the past
five years a grant of $250,000 from the Mellon Foundation has been
spent on the improvement of classroom teaching, on supervising
and guiding new instructors, on new course development, and on
travel and research related to teaching. Thirty-one new courses
originated from this program including such courses as "Regional-
ism and the Atlantic Community," "The Political Economy of the
Food System," "Women in the Americas," and "Nineteenth-Cen-
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tury Public Policy Makers : Bowdoin Men in the Main Stream." Of
special interest to me, because I was a participant, is a group of
about a dozen faculty members and a half dozen students who be-
gan the fall semester three days early with a series of seminars on
teaching. We have since met to share critical discussion of tapes of
our classes and to try out techniques and insights on each other.
For me, it has been the most serious and stimulating series of dis-
cussions and demonstrations on teaching that I have ever seen at
Bowdoin. So general is this feeling among the members of the
group that they are determined to continue their own program
and to encourage another dozen colleagues and several students
to begin a second group this coming fall. Such is the environment
in which good teaching prospers.
With what I mean to be a reassuring view of the state of teaching
and learning at Bowdoin, I bring this report to an end. I am much
indebted to the deans and their staffs and to the treasurer and his
staff for the administrative help they have given me. I think the
College is fortunate in having Robert C. Wilhelm, the new dean
of the college, and Allen L. Springer, the new dean of students, for
they have assumed their roles with much understanding and in-
sight. The Alumni Council has been encouraging, and the Gov-
erning Boards have been understanding. For their support I am
also grateful. This coming month William C. Pierce retires after
having served Bowdoin well and faithfully for nineteen years as a
member of the Governing Boards and as chairman and member of
countless committees with their insatiable demands for countless
hours. The College is very much in his debt. I would also like to
thank Willard F. Enteman for his help, his thoughtfulness, and
the example of his good spirits during the transition when the
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De Mortuis
Lawrence Dana, A.B., LL.B., of the Class of 1935, an Overseer of the
College and president of the Alumni Association and the Alumni
Council in 1969-70, died on April 27, 1980. Following his graduation
from Bowdoin, he entered the University of Virginia Law School, from
which he received a bachelor of laws degree in 1939. He was an as-
sociate and then a partner in the Boston firm of Bingham, Dana & Gould
until his retirement in 1969 except for four years during World War II,
when he served as a lieutenant in the United States Naval Reserve. He
was awarded the Bronze Star and a letter of commendation.
Mr. Dana was elected to the Board of Overseers in 1976, was a mem-
ber of the Development and Deferred Giving Committees, was special
gifts chairman for the Class of 1935 in the Alumni Fund, was a member
of a number of reunion committees, and was active in two capital cam-
paigns. He was president of the Board of Trustees of Derby Academy
in Hingham, Massachusetts, and was active for many years in the United
Community Services of Metropolitan Boston. He was a member of the
Massachusetts Charitable Fire Society and the Portland Country Club
and a former member of numerous yacht clubs. He is survived by his
wife, Barbara Wood Dana; three daughters, Mrs. Barbara D. Greppin,
Mrs. Deborah D. Callahan, and Mrs. Sarah D. Krug; and seven grand-
children.
Arthur Knowlton Orne, A.B., of the Class of 1930, an Overseer of the
College from 1965 until 1975, when he was elected an Overseer Emeritus,
died on January 6, 198 1. A native of Rockland, Maine, he graduated from
Bowdoin cum laude and taught at the Wassookeag School in Dexter for
two years. He was then treasurer of McLoon Sales and Service in Rock-
land until 1935, when he joined E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. He was
assistant comptroller from 1955 to 1965, general director of finance with
Du Pont de Nemours Deutschland in Diisseldorf, West Germany, from
1965 to 1970, and assistant treasurer in Wilmington, Delaware, from
1970 to 1973, when he returned to Maine to live.
Mr. Orne was a member-at-large of the Alumni Council and was
president of the council and the Alumni Association in 1963-64. He was
a Bowdoin admissions aide in Wilmington, was Wilmington area chair-
man for the Capital Campaign, and was a past president of the Bowdoin
Club of Philadelphia. He was president of the Kennett Pike Civic Plan-
ning Associates, a trustee of the Wilmington Society of the Fine Arts
and the Delaware Hospital, and secretary and a director of the Delaware
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Accountants' Association. He was a trustee of the Rockland Congrega-
tional Church, treasurer of the Rockland Rotary Club, an incorporator
of the Maine Medical Center, a director of the Pen Bay Medical Center,
and a member of the advisory board of the Farnsworth Art Museum
and the board of the Rockland Home for Aged Women. He was also a
member and a director of the Maine Historical Society, president of the
Shore Village Historical Society, and a member of the advisory com-
mittee for the schooner Bowdoin. Surviving are his wife, Jeannette
Smith Orne; a son, Peter K. Orne of the Class of 1957; a daughter, Mrs.
Roy V. Shorey; a brother, Francis D. Orne; and eight grandchildren.
Earle Spaulding Thompson, A.B., A.M., LL.D., of the Class of 1914,
an active member of the Governing Boards for thirty-three years, died
on March 30, 198 1. Born in Bath, he prepared for college in that city and
following his graduation from Bowdoin was a clerk with the National
Fire Insurance Company for two years and then was a securities sales-
man with Hornblower and Weeks. From 1917 until 1919 he was a junior
executive with the national headquarters of the American Red Cross.
After World War I ended he returned to Hornblower and Weeks. He
was later a salesman with the insurance firm of Prentiss Loring, Son &
Company and in 1923 joined the American Water Works and Electric
Company in New York City, which later became Allegheny Power
System, Inc. He served as president of the company beginning in 1937
and was later chairman of the board before retiring in 1967. He was a
trustee of City Bank Farmers Trust Company and Teachers Insurance
& Annuity Association and a director of a number of companies.
Mr. Thompson received an honorary master of arts degree from Bow-
doin in 1944 and honorary doctor of laws degrees from Bowdoin in
1969, West Virginia University in 1956, and Marietta College in 1959. In
Bowdoin aflairs he was elected to the Board of Overseers in 1937 and to
the Board of Trustees in 1947, becoming a Trustee Emeritus in 1970. He
played an important role in the establishment of both a placement
bureau at the College in 1944 and a development program in 1952. He
was a member of the Alumni Council and a director of the Alumni
Fund. He was class agent from 1972 until 1979, chairman of the Finance
Committee of the Governing Boards from 195 1 to 1970, and chairman
of the Sesquicentennial Fund Committee. In 1965 he received the
Alumni Service Award.
Mr. Thompson was president of the University Club in New York,
was a trustee of Big Brothers, Inc., and was a member of the Council on
Foreign Relations, The Century Association, and All Souls Unitarian
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Church. He was a former president of the Samuel Hughes Watts Me-
morial Foundation and a trustee of the Lenox Hill Memorial Hospital.
He is survived by a sister, Miss Ruth E. Thompson; a nephew, Dr.
Richard E. Thompson; and a niece, Mrs. William T. Matthews.
Retirements
Since the last report, three members of the Governing Boards have
been elected emeritus: elected Trustee Emeritus was Vincent Bogan
Welch, A.B., J.D., LL.D., of the Class of 1938; elected Overseer Emeritus
were Robert Ness Bass, A.B., M.B.A., of the Class of 1940, and Nathan
Ira Greene, A.B., of the Class of 1928. These men served Bowdoin well
and deserve our thanks.
Matilda White Riley, A.B., A.M., D.Sc, Daniel B. Fayerweather Pro-
fessor of Political Economy and Sociology, will retire on June 30, 198 1.
Professor Riley, who received her A.B. and A.M. degrees from Radcliffe
College, joined the Bowdoin faculty in 1973. She served as chairman of
the Department of Sociology and Anthropology. She is currently the as-
sociate director for social and behavioral research at the National Insti-
tute on Aging in Washington, D. C. Professor Riley has published nu-
merous articles and books on the sociology of age and aging, is a senior
member of the Institute of Medicine and the National Academy of
Sciences, and was a fellow at Stanford University's Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences. Before coming to Bowdoin, which
awarded her an honorary degree in 1972, she had a distinguished teach-
ing career at New York University, Rutgers University, and Harvard
University. Professor Riley has added much to the Bowdoin faculty,
and she will be missed.




Appointments of one academic year or less are noted in parentheses.
Officers of Instruction
Lyle Vincent Anderson, A.B. (St. Olaf), M.Div., Ph.D. (Yale), Visiting
Assistant Professor of Philosophy (Spring 1981)
Maxeen G. Biben, B.S. (Cornell), Ph.D. (North Carolina), Assistant
Professor of Biology ( 1980-198 1)
Augusta Lynn Bolles, A.B. (Syracuse), A.M., Ph.D. (Rutgers), Instruc-
tor in Anthropology and Director of the Afro-American Studies
Program
Barbara Weiden Boyd, B.A. (Manhattanville), A.M., Ph.D. (University
of Michigan), Assistant Professor of Classics ( 1980-198 1)
Victor L. Cahn, A.B. (Columbia), A.M., Ph.D. (New York University),
Visiting Assistant Professor of English (Spring 198 1)
Gerald Cardoso, A.B. (Arkansas State), A.M., Ph.D. (Nebraska), Visit-
ing Assistant Professor of History (Spring 1981)
Margaret Pruitt Clark, A.B. (Beloit), A.M. (Illinois), Ph.D. (Texas),
Assistant Professor of Sociology
Michael Richard Corson, A.B. (Bowdoin), Ph.D. (Boston University),
Assistant Professor of Physics
Harold Wright Cruse, Visiting Professor of Afro-American Studies and
History on the Tallman Foundation (Spring 198 1)
Mary G. Dietz, A.B. (Mount Holyoke), A.M. (University of California,
Berkeley), Instructor in Government ( 1980-198 1)
Liliane Pasquale Floge, A.B. (City College of New York), M.Phil.,
Ph.D. (Columbia), Instructor in Sociology
Nancy Russell Folbre, A.B., A.M. (Texas), Ph.D. (Massachusetts), As-
sistant Professor of Economics
Rhonda Faye Levine, B.S. (Michigan State), A.M. (McGill), Ph.D.
(State University of New York, Binghamton), Assistant Professor of
Sociology (1980-198 1
)
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Benjamin Michael Mann, A.B. (University of California, Los Angeles),
M.S., Ph.D. (Stanford), Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Charles Mitchell, A.B., B.Litt., A.M. (Oxford), Litt.D. (Bowdoin),
Edith Cleaves Barry Professor of the History and Criticism of Art
(1980-1981)
Jeffrey Karl Nagle, A.B. (Earlham), Ph.D. (University of North Caro-
lina), Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Elizabeth Jayne Peak, A.B. (University of California, Santa Barbara),
M.F.A. (Yale), Assistant Professor of Art
Ronald Marston Pike, B.S., M.SM. (New Hampshire), Ph.D. (Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology), Visiting Charles Weston Pickard
Professor of Chemistry ( 1980-198 1)
Irwin Gary Rosen, Sc.B., Sc.M., Ph.D. (Brown), Assistant Professor of
Mathematics
Daniel Royot, Agregation d'anglais, Doctorat d'Etat, Visiting Professor
of French on the Tallman Foundation (Fall 1980)
Franklin Arsenii Sciacca, A.B., A.M. (Columbia), Visiting Lecturer in
Russian (1980-1981)
Glenn Keith Sherer, B.S. (Muhlenberg), Ph.D. (Temple), Assistant
Professor of Biology
Susan Elizabeth Wegner, A.B. (Wisconsin), A.M., Ph.D. (Bryn Mawr),
Assistant Professor of Art ( 1980-198 1)
Lauren S. Weingarden, A.B. (Michigan State), A.M. (Toronto), In-
structor in Art ( 1980-198 1)
Adjunct Faculty and Staff
Pamela Jean Bryer, B.S., M.S. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), Teach-
ing Fellow in Biology ( 1980-198 1)
Caroline Foote, Teaching Fellow in Chemistry (January 26, 1981-May
29, 1981)
Nora Ellen Groce, A.B. (Michigan), A.M. (Brown), Visiting Lecturer
in Anthropology (Fall 1980)
Janet Ruth Hotham, B.S. (Merrimack), Teaching Fellow in Chemistry
(1980-1981)
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George S. Isaacson, A.B. (Bowdoin), J. D. (University of Pennsylvania),
Visiting Lecturer in Education (Spring 198 1)
Martine Roubin, Teaching Fellow in French ( 1980-198 1)
June Adler Vail, A.B. (Connecticut College), Director of the Dance
Program
Danie Viple, Teaching Fellow in French ( 1980-198 1)
Petra-Angela Wacker, Teaching Fellow in German (1980-1981)
Officers of Administration
Patricia McGraw Anderson, A.B. (Vassar), A.M. (Yale), Outreach
Educator, Museum of Art and Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum
(effective September 1, 1980)
John William Coffey II, A.B. (North Carolina), A.M. (Williams),
Curator of Collections for the Museum of Art and the Peary-Mac-
Millan Arctic Museum (effective October 21, 1980)
Ludger Hilaire Duplessis, A.B. (Bowdoin), Administrative Associate,
Upward Bound
A. LeRoy Greason, Acting President (effective January 1, 198 1)
Marjory Gaye LaCasce, A.B. (Bowdoin), Assistant Secretary of the
Alumni Fund (effective November 25, 1980)
Leo Paquin, Superintendent of Custodial Services (effective August 18,
1980)
Rosa Pellegrini, Diploma magisrale (Istituto magistrate "imbriani"
Avellino), Teaching Associate in Independent Language Program
(1980-1981)
Edwin Joseph Saeger, A.B. (St. Joseph's, Philadelphia), A.M. (Villa-
nova), M.S.L.S. (Drexel), Cataloger (effective August 14, 1980)
Elaine Holly Shapiro, A.B. (Brandeis), Assistant to the Dean of
Students
Paula Jeanne Volent, A.B. (University of New Hampshire), Curatorial
Assistant for the Museum of Art and the Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum (effective November 19, 1980)
Rebecca Rich Waterman, B.S. (Maine), M.S. (Purdue), Assistant to the
Treasurer (effective September 24, 1980)
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Roland J. West, B.S. (Maine), Plant Engineer (effective July 21, 1980)
Roy Edward Weymouth, Jr., A.B. (Bowdoin), M.D. (Tufts), College
Physician
Robert Carl Wilhelm, A.B. (Pomona College), Ph.D. (Cornell), Dean
of the College (effective August 1, 1980)
Changes of title
Nancy Ireland, Director of Alumni Records and Events
Geoffrey R. Stanwood, Assistant to the President (effective August 1,
1980)
II. Promotions
A. Lynn Bolles, Assistant Professor of Anthropology (effective January
14, 1981)
Liliane P. Floge, Assistant Professor of Sociology (effective January 14,
!98l)
Allen L. Springer, Assistant Professor of Government (effective January
14, 198 1 ) and Dean of Students (effective February 1, 198 1)
III. Leaves
Denis J. Corish, Associate Professor of Philosophy (sabbatic leave, 1980-
1981)
Thomas B. Cornell, Professor of Art (leave of absence, fall 1980)
Richard F. Dye, Assistant Professor of Economics (leave of absence,
1980-1981)
A. Myrick Freeman III, Professor of Economics (sabbatic leave, spring
1981)
Jonathan P. Goldstein, Instructor in Economics (leave of absence, fall
1980)
Beverly N. Greenspan, Assistant Professor of Biology (leave of absence,
1980-1981)
Daniel Levine, Professor of History (sabbatic leave, 1980-198 1)
Larry D. Lutchmansingh, Associate Professor of Art (sabbatic leave,
1980-1981)
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Craig A. McEwen, Assistant Professor of Sociology (sabbatic leave,
1980-1981)
James M. Moulton, Professor of Biology (sabbatic leave, 1980-1981)
Paul L. Nyhus, Professor of History (sabbatic leave, 1980-198 1)
David S. Page, Associate Professor of Chemistry (sabbatic leave, 1980-
1981)
John C. Rensenbrink, Professor of Government (sabbatic leave, 1980-
1981)
Matilda White Riley, Daniel B. Fayerweather Professor of Political
Economy and Sociology (leave of absence, 1980-198 1)
Burton Rubin, Associate Professor of Russian (sabbatic leave, 1980-
1981)
Kathy M. Waldron, Assistant Professor of History (leave of absence,
1980-1981)
IV. Resignations and Terminations
Nancy A. Bellhouse, Assistant Director of Admissions
Margaret R. Burke, Curator of the Collections (effective June 30, 1980)
Steven D. Crow, Assistant Professor of History
Sarah Dowling, Student Personnel Fellow
Willard F. Enteman, President of the College and Professor of Phi-
losophy (effective December 31, 1980)
Nancy G. Garland, Administrative Assistant to the President (effective
December 12, 1980)
Christopher L. Gorton, Director, Job Internship Demonstration Project
(effective May 31, 1981)
Madeline S. Hess, Special Assistant to the Treasurer (effective October
24, 1980)
Eric J. Hooglund, Assistant Professor of Government
Lois F. Lyles, Assistant Professor of English
Robert J. Mclntyre, Assistant Professor of Economics
Glenn E. Palomaki, Teaching Assistant in Physics
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Matilda White Riley, Daniel B. Fayerweather Professor of Political
Economy and Sociology
C. Warren Ring, Vice President for Development (effective February i,
1981)
Julie A. Spector, Admissions Fellow
Kathy M. Waldron, Assistant Professor of History
Research, Publications, and Professional Activities
of Faculty and Staff Members
John W. Ambrose, Jr., Joseph Edward Merrill Professor of Greek Lan-
guage and Literature
Review: Roman Poetry from the Republic to the Silver Age by
D. Wender in The Maine Classicist, 198 1.
"Was Achilles a Tragic Hero?" Lecture delivered to the Classical As-
sociation of Maine and the Maine Junior Classical League, 1980.
Patricia M. Anderson, Outreach Educator, Museum of Art and Peary-
MacMillan Arctic Museum
"Art in Portland," in Portland, 1981.
David N. Barbour, Director, Physical Plant
"College Campus Application of High Pressure Sodium Lights." Lec-
ture delivered to Regional Association of Physical Plant Administrators
meeting, Bates College, 1980.
Panelist, "Student Involvement in Energy Conservation in the 80s."
St. Lawrence University, 1981.
William H. Barker, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
"Invariant Positive Definite Tempered Distributions on SU (1,1)/
[± 1]." Paper presented to the American Mathematical Society and
Mathematical Association of America meeting, San Antonio, Texas,
1980.
"Invariant Positive Definite Distributions on SU (i,i)/[± 1]." Paper
presented to the American Mathematical Society meeting, Brown Uni-
versity, 1980.
"Fourier Analysis on Lie Groups: A Case Study of SL (2, IR)." Lec-
ture delivered at the Mathematics Seminar, University of Maine, Orono,
1980.
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Robert K. Beckwith, Professor of Music
"Der Vampyr." Lecture delivered in Portland, Maine, sponsored by
Opera New England of Maine, 1980.
Director, Opera New England of Maine.
Trustee, Opera New England Inc.
President, Coastal Theater Workshop.
Member, Music Advisory Panel, Maine State Commission on the
Arts and Humanities.
Auditor and judge, Maine State Commission on the Arts and Humani-
ties Touring Program.
Auditor and judge, New England Foundation Touring Program.
Maxeen G. Biben, Assistant Professor of Biology
"Over-Marking of Alien Conspecific Odors by Mongolian Gerbils," in
Biology of Behavior, 1980.
"Object Play and Hunting Techniques in South American Canids."
Paper presented to the New England regional meeting, Animal Be-
havior Society, 1980.
Ray S. Bicknell, Coach in the Department of Athletics
President, Maine Basketball Coaches and Writers Association.
A. Lynn Bolles, Assistant Professor of Anthropology and Director of the
Afro-American Studies Program
"Goin' Abroad : Working Class Jamaican Women and Migration," in
Contemporary Studies of the Blac\ Female and the Migratory Experi-
ence in the United States, eds. D. M. Mortimar and R. S. Bryce-Laporte.
Research Institute on Immigration and Ethnic Studies, Smithsonian
Institution, 1981.
"A Revolving Population: Internal Migration and Women in Ja-
maica." Paper presented to the Latin American Studies Association
meeting, Bloomington, Indiana, 1980.
"Jamaican Women in Groups: Urban Factory Workers." Paper pre-
sented as part of a panel, "The Politics of Sex Roles in the Caribbean," to
the American Anthropological Association meeting, Washington, D. C,
1980.
"Internal Migration : Jamaican Women Seek Work." Paper presented
to the Tuskeegee Institute conference, "Women in Development: Col-
laboration for Action," 1981.
"Women Factory Workers and Trade Unions." Paper presented to
the Caribbean Studies Association, St. Thomas, 1981.
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Panel chairman, "Women in Development in Latin America: The
Jamaican Case," Latin American Studies Association, Bloomington,
Indiana, 1980.
Panelist, "Museum Programs," National Endowment for the Humani-
ties, Washington, D. C, 198 1.
Lecturer, "Great Decisions," Bath and Damariscotta, Maine, 198 1.
Panel chairman, "Black Women in Black Studies and Women's Stud-
ies," National Council for Black Studies, Amherst, Massachusetts, 198 1.
Consultant, Inter-America Foundation.
Barbara W. Boyd, Assistant Professor of Classics
Review: Apuleius and "The Golden Ass" by J. Tatum in The Maine
Classicist, 198 1.
"Apollonius and Catullus." Paper presented to the Classical Associa-
tion of Maine, Bangor, 1980.
"Ovid Amores 2.6: Corinna's Parrot." Paper presented to the Depart-
ment of Classics, College of the Holy Cross, 198 1.
Gabriel J. Brogyanyi, Associate Professor of Romance Languages
Cotranslator with M. Pearlman of Monteverdi's Coronation of
Poppaea, performed by Banchetto Musicale, Jordan Hall, Boston, 198 1.
Reviews in Maine Times, 1981.
Herbert R. Brown, Professor of English and Edward Little Professor of
Rhetoric and Oratory Emeritus
"Education of an Editor." Lecture delivered to the Club of Odd Vol-
umes, Boston, 1980.
Vice president, Colonial Society of Massachusetts.
Managing editor, The New England Quarterly.
Samuel S. Butcher, Professor of Chemistry
Participant, symposium on acid rain, Maine Chapter of the American
Chemical Society and the State Biologists Association, 1980.
Helen L. CafXerty, Assistant Professor of German
"Pessimism, Perspectivism, and Tragedy: Hin\emann Reconsidered,"
in German Quarterly, 1981.
Review: Gesammelte Wer\e by E. Toller in German Quarterly, 1981.
"Sexual Metaphors and Social Criticism in Toller's Hin\emann." Pa-
per presented to the colloquium on "The Artist as Social Critic," Uni-
versity of Georgia, Athens, 198 1.
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Victor L. Cahn, Visiting Assistant Professor of English
"One Serve Really Ought to Be Enough," in The New Yor\ Times,
1980.
Editorial consultant, Schirmer Books.
Gerald Cardoso, Visiting Assistant Professor of History
Review: Africa and the Caribbean: The Legacies of a hin\, eds. M. E.
Crahan and F. W. Knight in Hispanic American Historical Review,
1981.
Chairman and commentator, "Latin America and the World Energy
Crisis." Missouri Valley History Conference, Omaha, 1980.
Chairman, "Colonial Latin America" session. Western Social Science
Association conference, San Diego, 198 1.
Recipient, American Philosophical Society Research Grant, 1980.
Steven R. Cerf, Assistant Professor of German
"Diverse Screenings : Coordinating Film and Text in German," in Die
Unterrichtspraxis, 1979.
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Miss Sara Sampson and Clarissa: The Use of Epistolary Devices in
Lessing's Drama," in Theatrum Mundi, Houston German Studies, 1980.
Review: Thomas Mann: Ein Kolloquium eds. H. Schulte and G.
Chappie in The German Quarterly, 1980.
"Stefan Zweig's Sole Librettistic Attempt, Die schweigsame Frau:
A Modernistic Opera Buffa." Paper presented to the "Stefan Zweig's
Time, Life, and Work in the Modern World" symposium, State Uni-
versity College at Fredonia, New York, 198 1.
Reader and scorer, Educational Testing Service Advanced Placement
Examinations in German.
Ronald L. Christensen, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
"Absorption and Emission of 2,12-Dimethyltridecahexaene" with
R. A. Auerbach, M. F. Granville, and B. E. Koehler in Journal of Chemi-
cal Physics, 198 1.
"High Resolution Optical Spectoscopy of a Simple Polyene SchifT
Base." Paper presented with E. B. Arvidson and B. J. Palmer at the 35th
Symposium on Molecular Spectroscopy, Columbus, Ohio, 1980.
Margaret P. Clark, Assistant Professor of Sociology
"Masculinity-Feminity and the Desire for Sexual Intercourse after
Vasectomy: A Longitudinal Study" with D. Williams, G. Swicegood,
and F. D. Bean in Social Psychology Quarterly, 1980.
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"Factors Affecting the Decision for Sterilization: A Multivariate
Analysis" with F. D. Bean and G. Swicegood. Paper presented at the
American Sociological Association meeting, 1980.
Judith F. Cooley, Teaching Assistant in Chemistry
"Restoration of an Oil Impacted Intertidal Sediment by Direct Appli-
cation of a Dispersing Agent" with D. S. Page, E. S. Gilfillan, E. Soren-
son, J. Glasgow in Proceedings of the Chemical Dispersion of Oil Spills
International Research Symposium, 1980.
"Restoration of an Oil Impacted Intertidal Sediment by Direct Appli-
cation of a Dispersing Agent" with D. S. Page, E. S. Gilfillan, E. Soren-
son, J. Glasgow. Paper presented to the Chemical Dispersion of Oil Spills
International Research Symposium, Toronto, 1980.
Denis J. Corish, Associate Professor of Philosophy
"Can the Innovator Know That He Is Not a Crank ?" Paper presented
to the Human Sciences Seminar, Manchester Polytechnic College, Great
Britain, 198 1.
"Greek Confusions about Time." Paper presented at the University
of Manchester, Great Britain, 198 1.
Thomas B. Cornell, Professor of Art
Jacket design and drawing for The Imaginary Witness: Herbert
Marcuse by M. Schoolman. Free Press, 1980.
"Recent Work in Figurative Art." Lecture delivered to the Graduate
Arts Student Union, Brooklyn College, 1979.
"Sentiment, Content, and Narration." Lecture delivered to the Alli-
ance of Figurative Artists, New York, 1979.
"Figurative Art." Lecture delivered at Queens College, 1979.
"An Artist's Work." Lecture delivered to the New York Studio
School, 1980.
"Considerations of Classicism." Lecture delivered to the Alliance of
Figurative Artists, New York, 1980.
"Art and Criticism." Lecture delivered at the University of Iowa, 1980.
Exhibitions: Toward a Revival of Classicism II, Tatistcheff & Com-
pany, New York; One Man Show, A. M. Sachs, New York, 1979; Great
Portrait Drawings, National Portrait Gallery, Washington, D. C; Art-
ists' Choice Show, Dintenfass Gallery, New York; Art on Paper,
Weatherspoon Art Gallery, Greensboro, North Carolina; Contemporary
Printma\ers, Pratt Graphic Center, New York; Prints and Drawings by
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Thomas Cornell from the Museum's and Private Collections, Santa Bar-
bara Museum of Art, 1980.
Michael R. Corson, Assistant Professor of Physics
"Relaxation Effects Associated with Magnetic Phase Transitions"
with G. R. Hoy, in Recent Chemical Applications of Mossbauer Spec-
troscopy. American Chemical Society, 1980.
"Microscopic Interpretation of Magnetic Ordering in K2Fe04 Using
Mossbauer Spectroscopy" with G. R. Hoy, in Bulletin of the American
Physical Society, 1980.
"Microscopic Interpretation of Magnetic Ordering in K2Fe04 Using
Mossbauer Spectroscopy" with G. R. Hoy. Paper presented to the Ameri-
can Physical Society meeting, New York, 1980.
"Relaxation Effects and Magnetic Ordering in FeCl3 Intercalated
Graphite Compounds" with S. E. Millman and G. R. Hoy. Paper pre-
sented to the American Physical Society meeting, Phoenix, 198 1.
Consultant, Cryogenic Instrumentation, University of Virginia, 1980-
1981.
Herbert R. Coursen, Jr., Professor of English
After the War: An Illustrated Novel about Manfred, Baron von
Richthofen. Heidelberg Graphics, 198 1.
Growing Up in Maine: II, Stories by Bowdoin College Upward
Bound Students. Edited and Introduction. Rainbow Press, 1980.
American Still Lives by L. Turco. Introduction. Mathom Press, 1981.
"A Jungian Approach to Characterization: Macbeth" in Essays in
Honor of C. L. Barber. University of Delaware Press, 1981.
"Shakespeare's 'Smalle Latine and Lesse Greeke,' " in Maine Classicist,
1980.
"Christian Ritual Revisited," in Shakespeare Studies, 198 1.
"Dreams as Symbols of Transformation," in Themes in Drama, 198 1.
"In Deepest Consequence: Macbeth," reprinted in Shakespearean
World, 1981.
Poetry: "October Saturday: 1949," in Poetry Now, 1980. "6 August,
1980," in Vision, 1980. "Love Poem" and "February, 1980," in Maine
Sunday Telegram, 1980. "Back to Basics," in Maine Poets' Anthology,
1980. "October, 1980," in Kennebec, 1981. "21 October, 1979," in Pen-
umbra, 1981. "Two Hymns for Emily," in Kenyon Review, 1981. "Trick
Sentence," Maine Festival Folio, 1981.
Reviews: "Polanski's Macbeth" in Dayton Review, 1980. "Shake-
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speare in Maine: Summer, 1980," in Shakespeare Quarterly, 1981. "The
Asolo Theater's The Tempest," in Shakespeare Quarterly, 1981. "Shabby
Shrew: The BBC-TV Version," in FilmJLiterature Quarterly, 1981.
"The BBC-TV Hamlet," in Shakespeare Film Newsletter, 198 1.
"Three Tales by Conrad." Lecture delivered at the Brunswick Public
Library, 1979.
"Jacques and the Seven Ages of Man." Lecture delivered at the Bow-
doin Forum Series, 1980.
"The BBC-TV Production of Hamlet." Lecture delivered at the Open
Book, Portland, 1980.
"The 1974 BBC-TV Production of Macbeth." Lecture delivered to the
William Shakespeare Company, Camden, Maine, 1980.
"The Problem of Hamlet" Lecture delivered to the Maine Institute
for Talented Students, 1980.
"Shakespeare's Education." Paper presented to the Classical Associa-
tion of Maine and the University of Hartford, 1980.
"Shakespeare : A Director's Options." Lecture delivered at the Patten
Free Library, 1980.
<(The Tempest." Lecture delivered at the Selby Library, Florida,
1980.
"The American Short Story : Crane, Hemingway, and Fitzgerald." A
series of three lectures delivered at the Patten Free Library, Bath, in
conjunction with the Maine State Commission on the Arts and Humani-
ties, 198 1.
"Shakespeare and the Media : Stage, Film, and the Tube." Lecture de-
livered to the William Shakespeare Company, Camden, 1981.
"Gertrude Stein's Faustus." Lecture delivered at Bates College, 198 1.
"The BBC-TV's Third Season of Shakespeare Plays : A Series of Five
Lectures." Lectures delivered at the Open Book, Portland, 198 1.
"Shakespeare on Television." Paper presented at the International
Shakespeare Association Meeting, 1981.
"Ritual Elements in Shakespearean Tragedy." Paper presented to the
International Shakespeare Association Meeting, 198 1.
"Why Measure for Measure}" Paper presented to the First Interna-
tional Conference on Television Drama, 1981.
"The 'Cool Medium' : Hamlet on Television." Paper presented to the
Ohio Shakespeare Conference, 1981.
"Psychological Approaches to Characterization: Hamlet." Paper pre-
sented at the University of New Brunswick, 198 1.
Poetry readings : Maine Festival of the Arts, 1980. Harvard University,
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1980. University of Hartford, 1980. University of New Brunswick, 198 1.
Elected delegate, International Shakespeare Association, England,
1981.
Instructor, Bowdoin College Upward Bound Program.
Member, Bowdoin Institute on Teaching.
Director, Poetry, New England Writer's Conference, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.
Codirector, Literature Section, Maine Festival of the Arts.
Poetry editor, Maine Sunday Telegram.
American editor, Shakespearean World, American Library, Ambala
City, India.
Consulting editor in English, Scott-Foresman and Harper & Row.
Consultant in Shakespeare, Princeton, Bucknell, and Georgia Uni-
versity Presses, and Christianity and Literature.
Paul G. Darling, Professor of Economics
Vice president, Maine Economic Society.
John C. Donovan, DeAlva Stanwood Alexander Professor of Govern-
ment
People, Power and Politics: An Introduction to Political Science with
R. Morgan and C. P. Potholm. Addison-Wesley, 198 1.
The ig6os: Politics and Public Policy. University Press of America,
1980.
Politics of Poverty, 3rd edition. University Press of America, 1980.
Review: On the Hill by A. M. Josehpy, Jr., Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 1980.
"The Evaluation of Two-Party Politics in Maine." Keynote address,
Robert Taft Institute, University of Southern Maine, 1980.
"The 1980 Election." Lecture delivered to the Lincoln County Histori-
cal Association, 1980.
"The Changing of the National Security Guard." Paper presented to
the New England Political Science Association, 198 1.
Editorial consultant, Addison-Wesley and Prentice-Hall.
Richard F. Dye, Assistant Professor of Economics
Referee, National Tax Journal, Public Finance Quarterly, and Opera-
tions Research.
Stephen T. Fisk, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
"Helly Type Theorems about Sets" with Abbw-Jackson and Kleit-
man, in Discrete Mathematics, 1980.
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"Cobordism and Functorality of Colorings," in Advances in Mathe-
matics, 1980.
"Duality and Continuous Colorings." Paper presented to the Ameri-
can Mathematical Society annual meeting, 198 1.
Liliane P. Floge, Assistant Professor of Sociology
Recipient, Special Achievement Award, Agency for International
Development, 1980.
Nancy R. Folbre, Assistant Professor of Economics
"The Unhappy Marriage of Capitalism and Patriarchy" with A. Fer-
guson in Women and Revolution, ed. L. Sargent. South End Press,
1981.
"Population Growth as a Deterrent to Economic Growth: A Reap-
praisal of the Evidence" with M. Conroy, in Ethical Perspectives in Popu-
lation Growth, ed. D. Callahan. Irvington Press, 1981.
Discussant, invited panel, Population Association of America meet-
ings, 198 1.
Ray P. Gerber, Research Associate, Bethel Point Marine Research Station
"Fate of the Zoe Colocotroni Oil Spill and Its Effects on Infaunal
Communities Associated with Mangroves" with E. S. Gilflllan, D. S.
Page, S. Hansen, J. Cooley, and J. Hotham, in 1981 Oil Spill Conference
Proceedings, 198 1.
"A Contribution Toward Understanding the Atoll as an Ecosystem"
with N. Marshall, in Eneweta\ Atoll, eds. P. Helfirch, P. Colin, and D.
Devaney. U. S. Department of Energy, 198 1.
"Suspended Particulate Organic Matter and Its Utilization by Lagoon
Zooplankton at Enewetak Atoll" with N. Marshall, in Bulletin of Ma-
rine Science, 198 1.
"Fate of the Zoe Colocotroni Oil Spill and Its Effects on Infaunal
Communities Associated with Mangroves" with E. S. Gilfillan, D. S.
Page, S. Hansen, J. Cooley, and J. Hotham. Paper presented to the 198
1
Oil Spill Conference, 1981.
Jonathan P. Goldstein, Instructor in Economics
"From Rationality to Rationalism : A Critical Assessment and Marxian
Reformulation of 'Rational Expectations' Theory," with W. Gibson.
Paper presented to the West Coast Conference, Union for Radical Politi-
cal Economy, 1980.
Peter T. Gottschalk, Assistant Professor of Economics
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"Transfers Scenarios and Projections of Poverty into the 1980s," in
Journal of Human Resources, 1980.
"Regional Allocation of Federal Funds," in Policy Analysis, 1980.
"A Synthesis of Contour and Flexible Wage Theory," in Journal of
Economic Issues, 1981.
"Estimation of Treatment Effects." Paper presented to the Eastern
Economic Association meeting, Washington, D. C, 1980.
"Earnings Mobility: Progression, Retrogression, or Instability?" Pa-
per presented to the staff of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation, U. S. Department of Health and Human
Services, 198 1.
Project associate, Institute for Research on Poverty, University of
Wisconsin.
Referee, Journal of Human Resources and Industrial and Labor Re-
lations Review.
Gerard Haggerty, Assistant Professor of Art
"Robert Birmelin," in Arts Magazine, 198 1.
"Painting in Light of the Silver Screen." Lecture delivered at the Uni-
versity of California at Santa Barbara, 198 1.
"Multiple Realities." Lecture delivered at the Art Center College of
Design, Pasadena, California, 1981.
Summer Show. Space Gallery, Los Angeles, 1980.
Independent Artists' League Annual. Municipal Gallery of Art, Dub-
lin, Ireland, 198 1.
Daniel F. Hanley, College Physician Emeritus
"Many Were Cold, But Few Were Frozen—Lake Placid Olympics,"
in Year Boo\ of Sports Medicine, 1980.
"Overview of Sports Medicine," Sports Medicine and Physiology, ed.
R. G. Strauss, M.D., 1980.
Barbara S. Held, Assistant Professor of Psychology
Elected to membership, American Psychological Association.
Ernst C. Helmreich, Thomas Brackett Reed Professor of History and
Political Science Emeritus
"Austria," in The Americana Annual, 1981.
Reviews: Prime Minister Gyula Andrdssy's Influence on Habsburg
Foreign Policy During the Franco-German War of i8yo-i8yi by Janos
Decsy in Canadian-American Slavic Studies, 1980. The Emergence of
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the Romanian National State by G. }. Bobango in History: Reviews of
New Boo\s, 1980. The Jesuit Heritage in New England by V. A. Lapo-
marda in Maine Historical Society Quarterly, 1980.
James L. Hodge, George Taylor Files Professor of Modern Languages
"Sleeping, Waking, Death, and the Soul: Lessing Rewrites a For-
mula," in Germanic Notes, 1981.
Review : Heroic Epic and Saga, ed. F. J. Oinas in The Maine Classicist,
1981.
Section chairman, "Jury and Fantastic Literature." Conference on the
Fantastic, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, 198 1.
"April Fool to Trick or Treat : Tolkien's Mythological Calendar." Pa-
per presented to the Conference on the Fantastic, Florida Atlantic Uni-
versity, Boca Raton, 198 1.
Editorial reader, Seminar.
Editorial staff, German Quarterly.
John C. Holt, Assistant Professor of Religion
"Sinhalese Buddhism: Robes, Ploughs, and Revivals," in History of
Religions, 198 1.
Reviews: Essentials of Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism by A. N.
Dwivedi; Vasudevasrama Yatidharmapra\asa: A Treatise on World
Renunciation, ed. and trans. P. Olivelle; The Myth of Shambhala by
E. Bernhaum; The Way of the Shaman by M. Harner; Young Krishna:
The Sanscrit "Harivamsa" in Translation by F. Hutchins; Tree Wor-
ship in Ancient India by B. C. Sinha; and Serpent Worship in Ancient
India by B. C. Sinha in Religious Studies Review, 1980-1981.
"Cultural and Psychological Roots of Merit Transfer." Paper pre-
sented to the fourteenth meeting of the International Association of His-
torians of Religions, Winnipeg, 1980.
"Pilgrimage in the Indian Religious Tradition." Lecture delivered to
Bates College Department of Religion, 1980.
"Hinduism: A Living Tradition with Roots in Antiquity." Lecture
delivered to Colby College Department of Religion, 198 1.
"Assisting the Dead by Venerating the Living." Paper presented to
the annual meeting of the Association for Asian Studies, Toronto, 198 1.
Translation of Sanskrit hymns from Rg Veda, danced by Indrani on
tour at Brooklyn Museum, College of Santa Fe, and University of
Washington.
Project humanist, hong Search Series, Maine Council for Humanities
and Public Policy.
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Consultant and workshop leader, Conference on the Humanities and
Society, Maine Council for Humanities and Public Policy, Bethel, Maine,
1980.
Evaluator, Antioch International University Program of Buddhist
Studies, Bodh Gaya, India.
Referee, St. Martin's Press.
Charlotte L. Howard, Assistant Director, Upward Bound
Panelist, "The Value of Multicultural Diversity." Maine Multicultural
Network Conference, Augusta, 1981.
John L. Howland, Josiah Little Professor of Natural Sciences
"Incorporation of Fatty Acids into Phospholipids of Erythrocytes from
Humans with Muscular Dystrophy" with A. P. Sherblom, D. J. Mc-
Allister, and M. V. Macul, in IS!euroscience Letters, 1980.
"Stimulated Turnover of Phosphatidylinositol and Phosphatidate in
Normal and Duchenne-Dystrophic Human Skin Fibroblasts" with P. S.
Rounds, A. B. Jepson, and D. J. McAllister, in Biochemical and Bio-
physical Research Communication , 1980.
"Pathogenesis of Muscular Dystrophies." Paper presented to the Totts
Gap Muscular Dystrophy Association Colloquium, 1980.
Research committee, Northeast Regional and Maine Affiliate, Ameri-
can Heart Association.
Roger Howell, Jr., Professor of History
"Newcastle and the Nation: The Seventeenth-Century Experience,"
in Archaeologia Aeliana, 1980.
"Sir George Norman Clark," in American Historical Review, 1980.
Reviews: The Rise of the New Model Army by M. Kishlansky in
Albion, 1980. Fronto and Antonine Rome by E. Champlin in The Maine
Classicist, 1980. Lambeth Palace Library, the Medieval Manuscripts,
Section IV: Humanistic Studies in Microform Review, 1980. British So-
ciety and the French Wars iyg^-181^ by C. Emsley in History, 1980.
"Cromwell and His Parliaments: The Trevor-Roper Thesis Re-
visited." Paper presented to the New England Historical Association,
1981.
"The Army and the English Revolution: The Case of Robert Lil-
burne." Paper presented to the Society of Antiquaries, Newcastle upon
Tyne, 1981.
Editor, British Studies Monitor.
Corresponding editor, Erasmus.
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Contributor, Historical Abstracts and America: History and Life.
Appointed member, advisory committee, Maine Historical Society.
Elected, executive committee, New England Historical Association.
Appointed member, Council, List and Index Society, Great Britain.
Chairman, publication committee and member, executive committee,
Anglo-American Associates.
Chairman, publications committee and member, executive committee,
Conference on British Studies.
Member, External Review Committee on the History Department,
University of Southern Maine.
R. Wells Johnson, Professor of Mathematics
Referee, Math Computation.
Reviewer, Mathematical Reviews.
Lawrence W. Joy, Director of Campus Security
Awarded Executive Certificate, Maine Criminal Justice Academy.
Elected first vice president, Northeast College and University Security
Directors Association.
Instructor, Northeast Campus Police Institute and Maine Criminal
Justice Academy.
Barbara J. Raster, Harrison King McCann Professor of Oral Communi-
cation in the Department of English
Green Seas, White Ice. Documentary film, 1979.
Poggio Civitate. Documentary videotape, 1979.
Panel moderator, "The Nuclear Referendum," and Candidates' Night,
sponsored by the League of Women Voters, Brunswick, 1980.
"The Mind and Communication." Keynote address delivered to the
Credit Unions of Maine convention, 1980.
Keynote address and showing of Green Seas, White Ice, Garden Clubs
of Maine state convention, 1980.
"Interpretation and Interdisciplinary Studies." Lecture delivered to
the Southern Speech Communication convention, Austin, Texas, 198 1.
"Flannery and the Fitzgeralds: Performance of Selected Letters of
Flannery O'Connor." Presented at the Southern Speech Communica-
tion convention, Austin, Texas, 198 1.
Showings of Green Seas, White Ice to alumni clubs in Boston, Wash-
ington, D. O, New York, Delaware, Western Connecticut; National
Geographic Society; Kiwanis Club, Brunswick; Rotary Club, Bruns-
wick; Garden Clubs of Maine State Convention; Rockland Historical
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Society; Bath Marine Museum; Lincoln County Historical Society; and
First Parish Church, Brunswick, 1980-198 1.
Nominating committee, Speech Communication Association.
Advisory editor, Literature in Performance.
Consultant, Association of American Colleges to Trinity College,
Hartford, Connecticut.
Consultant, Audio/Visual Resources Department, Maine Medical
Center.
David I. Kertzer, Associate Professor of Anthropology
Famiglia Contadina e Urbanizzazione. II Mulino, 1981.
Compagni e Cattolici: Religione e Lotta Politica in un Quartiere
Comunista. Angeli, 198 1.
"African Age-Set Systems and Political Organization : The Latuka of
Southern Sudan" with O. Madison, in L'Uomo, 1980.
"Southern Italian Immigrants in a Northern Communist Quartiere,
the Social Bases of Political Allegiance," in Mediterranean Studies,
1980.
"Women's Age-Set Systems in Africa: The Latuka of Southern Su-
dan" with O. Madison, in Dimensions: Aging, Culture, and Health, ed.
C. Fry. Praeger, 198 1.
Review : Patrons and Partisans by C. White in Anthropological Quar-
terly, 198 1.
"The Role of Ritual in Political Change." Paper presented to the
panel, "Role of Culture in Political Change," American Political Science
Association, Washington, D. C, 1980.
"Membership Participation in the Local Sections of the Italian Com-
munist Party." Paper presented to the panel, "Community Studies in
Italy—What Can We Learn?," American Political Science Association,
Washington, D. C, 1980.
"Gli studi sulle culture mediterranee e gli odierni indirizzi antro-
pologici." Lecture delivered at the University of Palermo, 1980.
"Generation and Age in Cross-Cultural Perspective." Paper presented
to the session "Aging from Birth to Death—Sociotemporal Perspectives,"
American Association for the Advancement of Science, Toronto, 198 1.
Special member, Social Sciences and Population study section, Na-
tional Institutes of Health, 1981.
Consultant and report writer, National Aging Research Planning
Panel, 198 1.
Technical consultant, White House Conference on Aging.
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Member, Nominating Committee, Conference Group on Italian Poli-
tics, 198 1.
Summer fellow, Institute on Life-Span Human Development, Center
for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, 1980.
Jane E. Knox, Assistant Professor of Russian




"Lev Jakubinsky's On Verbal Dialogue," a. translation in Dispositio,
1979.
^
Reviews : End of a Marvelous Era and A Part of Speech by J. Brodsky
in Russian Language Journal, 1980.
"Joseph Brodsky: A Poetic Misfit in a World of Ideologies." Paper
presented to the American Association for Advancement of Slavic
Studies annual convention, Yale, 1979.
"Iosif Brodsky's Philosophy of Despair." Paper presented to the Ken-
tucky Foreign Language Conference, University of Kentucky, 1980.
"Jakubinsky as Precursor to Semiotics." Paper presented to the New
England Slavic Association, Brown University, 1980.
"Joseph Brodsky's Existential Response to the World." Paper pre-
sented to the Second World Congress on Soviet and East European
Studies, Garmisch, Germany, 1980.
Recipient, National Endowment for the Humanities summer stipend,
1979.
Russian Cued-Speech development, Gallaudet College, Washington,
1980.
Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr., Professor of Physics
"Estimation of Seabed Acoustic Impedance Structure from Normal-
Incidence Reflections : Somali Basin" with S. T. Knott and H. Hoskins,
in Journal of Geophysical Research, 1981.
John B. Ladley, Reference Librarian
Reviews: History of Psychology by W. Viney, Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations—3rd edition, A Dictionary of World Mythology by A. Cot-
terell, and Mythology: An Illustrated Encyclopedia in Choice, 1980.
John D. Langlois, Jr., Associate Professor of History
China Under Mongol Rule. Princeton University Press, 1981.
Ming and Qing Historical Studies in the People's Republic of China,
ed. F. Wakeman. Contributing author. Institute of East Asian Studies,
University of California, Berkeley, 198 1.
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"Chinese Culturalism and the Yuan Analogy : Seventeenth-Century
Perspectives," in Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, 1980.
"
'Living Law' in Sung and Yuan Jurisprudence," in Harvard Journal
of Asiatic Studies, 198 1.
Reviews: The Unfolding of New-Confucianism, ed. W. T. de Bary in
Journal of Chinese Philosophy, 1980. The Sage & Society: The Life and
Thought of Ho Hsin-yin by R. Dimberg in Journal of the American
Oriental Society, 1979.
"'Three Teachings Eclecticism' in the Thought of Ming T'ai-tsu."
Paper presented at Columbia University, 1980.
Recipient, American Council of Learned Societies research grant,
1981.
Member, Advisory Screening Committee in Chinese Studies, Council
for International Exchange of Scholars.
Sally S. LaPointe, Coach in the Department of Athletics
Elected, National Collegiate Athletic Association Governance Ad-
visory Committee.
Appointed, National Collegiate Athletic Association Women's Field
Hockey Tournament Committee.
Treasurer, Maine Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women.
Clinician, Northeast Field Hockey Camps.
Site director and coach, United States Field Hockey Association "D"
Camp.
Tournament director, U. S. Squash Rackets National Women's Inter-
collegiate Championships.
Daniel Levine, Thomas Brackett Reed Professor of History and Political
Science
Jane Addams and the Liberal Tradition, reprinted. Greenwood Press.
Review: From Poor Law to Poverty Program by W. I. Trattner in
Social Science and Medicine, 1980.
Rhonda F. Levine, Assistant Professor of Sociology
"Class Struggle, State Policy, and the Rationalization of Production
:
The Organization of Agriculture in Hawaii," in Research in Social
Movements, Conflicts and Change, ed. L. Kreisberg. J A Press, 198 1.
Review: Critical Sociology, ed. J. W. Freiberg in Contemporary So-
ciology, 1980.
"The New Deal and the Restructuring of Capitalist Development."
Paper presented to the Eastern Sociological Society, 1981.
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"Crisis, Political Parties, and the State." Paper presented to the
Fifth Annual Conference on the Current State of Marxist Theory,
1980.
Associate editor, Insurgent Sociologist.
Contributing editor, Kapitalistate.
Burke O. Long, Professor of Religion
Images of God and Man: Old Testament Short Stories in Literary
Focus. University of Sheffield, 198 1.
"Recent Trends in the Form Criticism of Old Testament Narratives,"
in Congress Volume, yth World Congress of Jewish Studies, 1981.
"A Darkness Between Brothers: Solomon and Adonijah," in Journal
for the Study of the Old Testament, 1981.
"Berufung," in Theologische Realenzy\olp'ddie, 1980.
Reviews: The Tribes of Yahweh: A Sociology of the Religion of
Liberated Israel by N. Gottwald and Prophecy and Society in Ancient
Israel by R. Wilson in Choice, 1980.
"Sociological Approaches to the Rise of Early Israelite Monarchy."
Paper presented to the Society of Biblical Literature Centennial Meeting,
1980.
Editor, Sources for Biblical Study.
Editorial board, Journal of Biblical Literature.
Research team member, Institute for Antiquity and Christianity.
Craig A. McEwen, Assistant Professor of Sociology
"Continuities in the Study of Total and Nontotal Institutions," in
Annual Review of Sociology, 1980.
Discussant, "Mediation and Society." The Law and Society Associa-
tion meeting, Madison, Wisconsin, 1980.
"Mediation Without Community or Continuing Relationships" with
R. Maiman. Paper presented at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
1980.
Panel organizer and presider, "The Mediation Process." Law and So-
ciety Association meeting, Amherst, Massachusetts, 1981.
"The Challenge of Community Policing." Lecture delivered to the
Maine Chiefs of Police Association annual meeting, 1980.
Honors examiner, Bates College Department of Sociology and An-
thropology, 198 1.
"Mediation of Small Claims." Lecture delivered to Dispute Processing
course, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1980.
Reviewer, Law and Society Program, National Science Foundation.
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John McKee, Lecturer in Art
Photographs in The Shakers and the World's People by F. Morse.
Dodd, Mead and Co., 198 1.
Recent Landscapes, Westbrook College, 1980.
Benjamin M. Mann, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
"The Construction of the Kervaire Sphere by Means of an Involution"
with E. Y. Miller, in Michigan Mathematical Journal, 1980.
"On Mapping Tori and Projective Bundle Constructions in PL
Cobordism" with E. Y. Miller. Paper presented to the American Mathe-
matical Society annual meeting, 1981.
"Browder-Livesay Invariant of an Involution." Lecture delivered to
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Topology Seminar, 198 1.
Recipient, National Science Foundation research grant.
Lynn M. Ruddy, Coach in the Department of Athletics
Cross-country chairman, Maine Association of Intercollegiate Ath-
letics for Women.
Top 24 chairman, New England Women's Intercollegiate Swimming
and Diving Association.
William R. Mason, Director of Admissions
Panel moderator, "College Education Options." Parents College Plan-
ning Night, University Liggett School, Detroit, 1980.
Panelist, "Reasons for High School Senior Slump" and "College In-
terview Anxiety." National Association of College Admissions Coun-
selors convention, Detroit, 1980.
Member, New England Association of Schools and Colleges Visiting
Team for Accreditation, Rumford High School, 1980.
Governing Board, New England Association of College Admissions
Counselors.
Richard E. Morgan, William Nelson Cromwell Professor of Constitu-
tional and International Law and Govenment
Domestic Intelligence: Monitoring Dissent in America. University of
Texas Press, 1980.
People, Power, and Politics with J. C. Donovan and C. P. Potholm.
Addison-Wesley, 1981.
Review: The Reform of FBI Intelligence Operations by }. T. Ellifif in
The American Political Science Review, 1980.
Panel chairman, "Theories of Presidential Leadership." New England
Political Science Association meeting, Boston, 1980.
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James M. Moulton, George Lincoln Skolfield, Jr. Professor of Biology
"Studies in Animal Morphology." Lecture delivered to the Biological
Society, University of St. Andrews, 198 1.
Awarded honorary postdoctoral fellowship, Gatty Marine Laboratory,
University of St. Andrews, Scotland, 1980-198 1.
Walter H. Moulton, Director of Student Aid
"Doing Away with the SER (as a Payment Service)," in Journal of
Student Financial Aid, 1980.
Jeffrey K. Nagle, Assistant Professor of Chemistry
"Redox Properties of Metalloporphyrin Excited States, Lifetimes, and
Related Properties of a Series of para Substituted Tetraphenylporphyrin
Carbonyl Complexes of Ruthenium (II)" with D. P. Rillema, L. F. Bar-
ringer, and T. J. Meyer, in The Journal of the American Chemical So-
ciety, 198 1.
Erik O. Nielsen, Associate Professor of Archaeology in the Department
of Classics
Review: The Iron Age and Etruscan Vases in the Olcott Collection by
I. Edlund in Archaeological News, 1981.
"Poggio Civitate: The Archaic Sanctuary and its Predecessor." Lec-
ture delivered to the American Institute of Archaeology, Rochester, New
York; Albany, New York; and Cornell University, 1980.
"Recent Excavations at Poggio Civitate." Paper presented to the
American Institute of Archaeology national conference, New Orleans,
1980.
"The Orientalizing Period in Etruria." Lecture delivered to Etruscan
Seminar, University of Ottawa, 198 1.
"Some Observations on Early Etruscans." Paper presented to the Clas-
sical Association of New England annual conference, Bowdoin College,
1981.
"Poggio Civitate : An Early Etruscan Workshop." Paper presented to
Crossroads of the Mediterranean symposium, Brown University, 198 1.
Travelling lecturer, American Institute of Archaeology, 1980-1981.
Robert R. Nunn, Associate Professor of Romance Languages
"The Conversations in Mile, de Scudery's Clelie" Paper presented to
the New England Modern Language Association, Quebec, 198 1.
Elizabeth J. Peak, Assistant Professor of Art
"Comments by the Artist," in exhibition catalogue for one person
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show at the Jane Haslem Gallery, Washington, D. C, 198 1. Foreword
by Alan Shestack, director, Yale University Gallery.
"Monotype." Lectures and demonstrations presented as part of a visit-
ing lectureship, College of William and Mary, 1980.
Exhibitions: Two Printma\ers, College of William and Mary, 1980.
Multiples '80, Contemporary Arts Center, New Orleans, 1980. Group
Exhibition of Women Artists, Converse College, Spartanburg, South
Carolina, 1980. Group Exhibition of Ohio Landscape Artists, Tange-
man Gallery, University of Cincinnati, 1980. May Show, Cleveland In-
stitute of Fine Art, 1980. Boston Printma\er s Show, DeCordova Mu-
seum, 1980. Thirteenth National Print Exhibition, Silvermine Guild,
New Canaan, Connecticut, 1980. Tenth Annual Wor\s on Paper, South-
west Texas State University, San Marcos, 1980. Twelfth Annual Print-
ma\ers West, Utah State University, Logan, 1980. Eighth International
Miniature Print Exhibition, Pratt Graphics, New York City, 198 1. Vir-
ginia Prints and Drawings, Virginia Museum, 1981. One Person Show,
Jane Haslem Gallery, Washington, D. C, 198 1.
Ronald M. Pike, Visiting Charles Weston Pickard Professor of
Chemistry
"Organofluorosilanes" with K. A. Kuziski, in Journal of Organome-
talic Chemistry Library, 1980.
"Computer Assisted Instrumental-Qualitative Organic Analysis" with
J. T. Currie, Jr., in Journal of Chemical Education, 1981.
"CAIQOA: Computer Assisted Instrumental-Qualitative Organic
Analysis." Paper presented to the Fourth National Workshop on Com-
puters in Chemical Education, Eastern Michigan University, 1979.
Edward Pols, Professor of Philosophy and Kenan Professor of the
Humanities
"The Ontology of the Rational Agent," in The Review of Metaphysics,
1980.
"The Conditions of Ontic Responsibility." Paper presented at the
Metaphysical Society of America meeting, University of South Caro-
lina, 1981.
Christian P. Potholm II, Professor of Government
Integration and Disintegration in East Africa coedited with R. Fred-
land. University Press of America, 1981.
People, Power and Politics with J. C. Donovan and R. E. Morgan.
Addison-Wesley, 198 1.
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Theory and Practice of African Politics, 2nd printing. Prentice-Hall,
1981.
"Africana Redux," in Plural Societies, 1980.
Reviews: Government and Rural Development in East Africa: Essays
on Political Penetration, edited by L. Cliffe, J. S. Coleman, and M. R.
Doornbos in The Journal of Developing Areas, 1979. The ArabAfrican
Connection: Political and Economics Realities by V. LeVine and T. W.
Luke in Perspective, 1980. Colonialism and Underdevelopment in Ghana
by R. Howard in The Journal of Developing Areas, 1980. The Literature
and Thought of Modern Africa by C. Wautier in African Journal.
"American Foreign Policy toward Africa." Paper presented to the
New England Historical Association, Wellesley, Massachusetts, 198 1.
"Jar People." Radio broadcast, WKXA, Brunswick, Maine, 1981.
Political commentator, WCBB, This Month, "Three-Mile Island Re-
visited," 1980.
Editorial assistant/referee, African Studies Review, Journal of De-
veloping Areas, World Affairs, and Pan African Journal.
George H. Quinby, Professor of English Emeritus
Regional award, New England Theatre Conference, 1980.
John C. Rensenbrink, Professor of Government
Director, State Town Meeting Project, Maine Council for the Hu-
manities and Public Policy.
Matilda White Riley, Daniel B. Fayerweather Professor of Political
Economy and Sociology
Sociological Traditions from Generation to Generation: Glimpses of
the American Experience with R. K. Merton. Ablex Publishing Cor-
poration, 1980.
"Age and Aging: From Theory Generation to Theory Testing," in
ed. H. Blalock, Jr., Sociological Theory and Research: A Critical Ap-
praisal. The Free Press, 1980.
"Old Women : New Century," in Radcliffe Quarterly, 1979.
"Theory Of Cohort Analysis." Paper presented to the Center for Ad-
vanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, Stanford, California, 1980.
"Beyond Ageism." Paper presented to the Philadelphia Geriatric Cen-
ter, 1980.
"A Developmental Perspective on Women : Implications for the Later
Years." Paper presented to the National Institutes of Health Conference
on Women, 1980.
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"Age Stratification." Paper presented to the University of Rochester
Medical Center, 1980.
"Aging from Birth to Death : Sociotemporal Perspectives." Paper pre-
sented to the American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Toronto, 198 1.
"Health and Behavior : Psychosocial Considerations." Paper presented
to the National Institute of Medicine, 198 1.
Elected, Council of the American Sociological Association.
Elected, Committee on Stress of the National Institute of Medicine.
Guenter H. Rose, Assistant Professor of Psychology
"Animal Studies in Developmental Psychobiology : Method, Theory,
and Human Implications," in Preterm Birth and Psychological Develop-
ment," eds. S. Friedman and M. Sigman. Academic Press, 1980.
"Neurophysiological and Behavioral Development in Ferrets." Lec-
ture delivered to the Department of Zoology, Durham University, Dur-
ham, England, 1980.
"The Comparative Development of Brain Function and Behavior in
Rats, Cats, Ferrets, and Humans." Lecture delivered to the Department
of Anatomy, University of Cambridge, England, 1980.
"The Comparative Neurophysiology of Visual Development." Lec-
ture delivered to the Department of Physiology, Oxford University,
Oxford, England, 1980.
"Visual Evoked Potentials and Single Unit Activity in Mature and
Immature Ferrets (mustela putorius)" with J. Aronoff, A. Averbook,
and R. Johnson. Paper presented to the Eastern Psychological Associa-
tion meeting, New York, 1981.
I. Gary Rosen, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
"Approximation Techniques for Parameter Estimation in Hereditary
Control Systems" with H. T. Banks, in Proceedings of the 19th IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control, 1980.
"Discrete Approximation Schemes for Identification of Distributed
Parameter Systems with an Application to a Problem in Seismology."
Paper presented to a workshop on control and identification of dis-
tributed parameter systems, The Institute for Computer Applications
in Science and Engineering, NASA—Langley Research Center, Hamp-
ton, Virginia, 1981.
Paul E. Schaflfner, Assistant Professor of Psychology
"Candidate Name Exposure and Voting: Two Field Studies" with
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A. Wandersman and D. Stang, in Basic and Applied Social Psychology,
1981.
Awarded National Science Foundation LOCI grant for curriculum
development, 1980.
Elected, American Psychology Association.
Elected, Eastern Psychological Association.
Elliott S. Schwartz, Professor of Music
"New Music at Bowling Green," in Musical America, 1980.
"Electronic Music Plus," in Musical America, 198 1.
Elevator Music and Music for Audience and Soloist, reprinted in the
anthology, Scores, ed. R. Johnson, 198 1.
Divertimento No. 4, Bellagio Variations, and Scatter. American Com-
posers Edition, New York, 1980-198 1.
Reviews: Chambers by A. Lucier, Music Notation in the Twentieth
Century by K. Stone, and Canadian Music of the Twentieth Century
by G. Proctor in Choice, 1980-198 1.
Recording: Chamber Concerto II, Cycles and Gongs, Souvenir, and
Extended Clarinet. Orion Records, 1980.
"New Approaches to Music Listening: Performance Ritual and
Space." Presentation at College Music Society annual meeting, Denver,
1980.
"A Composer's Split Personality." Lecture delivered at the Cleveland
Institute of Music and Carnegie-Mellon University, 1980.
"New Music in America." Lecture delivered at the Royal College of
Music and Middlesex Polytechnic, Great Britain, and Arezzo Interna-
tional Festival, Italy, 1980.
"The American Composer Today." Convocation speech delivered to
the University of Miami School of Music, 198 1.
Panel chairman, "Composer and Audience." American Society of
University Composers annual meeting, Cincinnati, 1981.
Premieres: Divertimento No. 4, Carnegie Recital Hall, New York;
Bellagio Variations, Portland String Quartet; Prelude, Aria and Varia-
tions, San Francisco Conservatory; and Chamber Concerto IV, Bowling
Green New Music Festival.
All-Schwartz concerts : Brown University, Butler University, Univer-
sity of Miami, Cleveland State University, Carnegie-Mellon University,
and Long Beach City College.
Performances: Chamber Concerto I, 1750 Arch Ensemble series, Mills
College, San Francisco State University, and Stanford University; Quar-
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tet for Oboe and Strings, Dartmouth "Vox Nova" series; Chamber Con-
certo II, Memphis State University Contemporary Festival; Souvenir,
Orion Records; and Divertimento No. 3, American Society o£ University
Composers, North Dartmouth, Massachusetts.
Composition grant, National Endowment for the Arts, 1980.
National board of directors, American Music Center.
Judge, National Federation of Music Clubs 198 1 Citation award.
Consultant, Harper & Row and Random House/Knopf.
Glenn K. Sherer, Assistant Professor of Biology
"Cultivation of Microvascular Endothelial Cells from Human Pre-
putial Skin" with T. P. Fitzharris, W. P. Faulk, and E. C. LeRoy, in
In Vitro, 1980.
"Human Monocyte Stimulation of Fibroblast Growth by a Soluble
Mediator (s)" with F. DeLustro and E. C. LeRoy, in the Journal of the
Reticuloendothelial Society, 1980.
"Fibroblast Selection in Scleroderma: A Model of Fibrosis" with
G. R. Botstein and E. C. LeRoy. Paper presented to the American Rheu-
matism Association, Southeast Regional and National meetings, 1980
and 1981.
"In Vitro Behavior of Low Density Lipoprotein Isolated from Insulin
Dependent Diabetics" with M. F. Lopes-Virella et al. Paper presented
to the Southern Society for Clinical Investigation, New Orleans,
1981.
"Uptake and Degradation by Human Fibroblasts of LDL Isolated
from Diabetic Patients" with M. F. Lopes-Virella et al. Paper presented
to the American Federation for Clinical Research, San Francisco,
1981.
Cochairman, Cell and Molecular Biology session, seventh annual
Maine Biomedical Science Symposium, 198 1.
Elected member, Society for Developmental Biology, 1980.
William D. Shipman, Adams-Catlin Professor of Government
"The Impact on the New England States of Closer Economic Ties
with Quebec and the Atlantic Provinces." Paper presented to the Con-
ference on New England-Eastern Canada Economic Relations, Johns
Hopkins School for Advanced International Studies, Washington, D. C,
1980.
Discussant, transportation economics papers. Western Economic As-
sociation, San Diego, California, 1980.
Advisor, Maine and New England Energy Offices.
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Allen L. Springer, Dean of Students and Assistant Professor of Gov-
ernment
"Community Chronology" in Integration and Disintegration in East
Africa, eds. C. P. Potholm and R. Fredland. University Press of America,
1980.
Review: African International Relations by M. Delaney in Choice,
1981.
Member, Executive Council, Maine Canadian Studies Council.
William L. Steinhart, Assistant Professor of Biology
"Surface Contours of Orchid Columns : A Scanning Electron Micro-
scope Study" with J. S. Ammen, J. A. Nash, and }. L. Howland, in
American Orchid Society Bulletin, 1980.
Member, Board of Directors, Foundation for Blood Research.
Member Research Committee, American Heart Association—Maine
Affiliate.
Judge, Maine State Science Fair, 1980.
Clifford R. Thompson, Jr., Professor of Romance Languages
"
'Un documento' de Clarin : un paso hacia La Regenta," in Archivum,
1977-1978.
Joan C. Tronto, Instructor in Government
Review: Capitalist Patriarchy and the Case for Socialist Feminism,
ed. Z. Eisenstein in New Political Science, 1980.
Discussant, "Courts and Political Change." New England Political
Science Association meeting, Durham, New Hampshire, 198 1.
"Marxism and Feminism." Paper presented to the Annual Berkshire
Conference on the History of Women, Vassar College, 198 1.
Consulting humanist, Maine Council for the Humanities and Public
Policy.
John H. Turner, Associate Professor of Romance Languages
Member, Dartmouth Faculty Seminar in Latin American Literature.
Reader, Advanced Placement tests, Princeton, 198 1.
David J. Vail, Associate Professor of Economics
The Maine Food System: Past, Present, and Future, with C. Britt,
T. Roberts, and M. Rozyne. Maine Consortium for Food Self-Reliance,
1980.
"The Image and Reality of Small Organic Farms: Evidence from
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Maine" with M. Rozyne, in New Prospects in Food and Agriculture,
ed. D. Knorr. AVI Publishing Company, 1980.
"Multipurpose Farm Equipment Cooperatives." Paper presented at
the Conference on Producer Cooperatives, University of Massachusetts,
1980.
"A Microeconomic Model to Estimate the Effect of Community Poli-
cies on Farm Profitability." Lecture delivered to the Department of
Rural Sociology, Cornell University, 198 1.
"Sensible Innovations for the Crop Production System in Abyei,
Sudan." Lecture delivered at the Center for International Studies, Cor-
nell University, 198 1.
Recipient, Fulbright travel grant to Yugoslavia, 198 1.
Recipient, United Methodist Church grant for study of Swiss farmer
cooperatives, 198 1.
Agricultural economics advisor, Harvard Institute for International
Development, Abyei Integrated Rural Development Project, Sudan.
Economic consultant, Agricultural Marketing Project, Nashville,
Tennessee.
Economic advisor, Maine Agriculture Commissioner on milk price
deregulation.
Member, research planning group, "Organic Farming Methods
Study," Natural and Organic Farmers Association, Vermont.
Maine representative, Platform Committee of "Rural America."
June Adler Vail, Director of the Dance Program
Performances and choreography: Maine Dance Umbrella '81, 1981;
Tenth Annual Spring Performance, Bowdoin Dance Group, 198 1; Mu-
seum Pieces III, Bowdoin Dance Group, 198 1; Studio Performance,
1981.
Performances with the Fiddlers Reach Morris Team: The 1981 Christ-
mas Revels, 1980; Twelfth Night Performance, 198 1.
Performances with Borovcani Dancers and Musicians: Spring Per-
formance, 198 1 ; Maine Festival, 1980.
Consultant, Waynflete School Performing Arts Committee.
Folk Dance Coordinator, Maine Festival, 1981.
Director, Slavic Folk Dance Workshop, Slavic Heritage Festival,
198 1.
Project humanist, film project with Iris Fanger for Maine Commission
on the Humanities and Public Policy.
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Doris C. VladimirorT, Project Director, Upward Bound
"Highlights of the Research Triangle Institute Evaluation Study of
Upward Bound," in New England Association of Educational Oppor-
tunity Program Personnel Quarterly, 1980.
"Introduction," in Career Exploration. Departments of Labor and
Education, Marquette University, 198 1.
"Administrative Writing and TRIO Programs." National Leadership
Training Authority presenter, San Francisco, 1980.
Panel moderator, "In-Service Training of Teachers." Maine Educa-
tion Council, 198 1.
Workshop leader, "Career Exploration Component of Upward
Bound." New England Association of Educational Opportunity Pro-
gram Personnel annual conference, Newport, Rhode Island, 1981.
Humanist, "The American Short Story" film series. Maine Council
for the Humanities and Public Policy.
Treasurer, New England Association of Educational Opportunity
Program Personnel.
Appointed, Maine Education Council.
Reader, Educational Testing Service English Composition Test.
Advisory board, National Upward Bound—CETA Demonstration
Project.
National Coordinating Council of Educational Opportunity Programs
Task Force on Evaluation.
James E. Ward III, Professor of Mathematics
"Magic Squares and Cubes." Lecture delivered to the Association of
Teachers of Mathematics in Maine annual conference, 1980.
Vice chairman, Northeastern Section, Mathematical Association of
America.
Director, National Science Foundation Summer Workshop on Geom-
etry and Topology of 2- and 3-Dimensional Manifolds and Kleinian
Groups.
Katharine J. Watson, Director, Museum of Art and Peary-MacMillan
Arctic Museum
"The University Art Gallery." Lecture delivered at the Institute of
Fine Arts, New York University, 1981.
Recipient, National Museum Act grant to attend "Principles of Man-
agement for Cultural Institutions," sponsored by Museum's Collabora-
tive, Inc. and Columbia University Graduate School of Business.
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Member of the jury, Maine Coast Artists' Annual, Rockport, 1980;
Exhibition for Maine Printmakers, Farnsworth Art Museum, Rockland,
198 1 ; Skowhegan School of Painting and Sculpture Maine Scholarship
Competition, 198 1.
President, Board of Trustees, Exhibition Services of Maine, Inc.
Trustee, Vision.
Trustee, Art Museum of Ogunquit.
Trustee, Williamstown Regional Art Conservation Laboratory, Inc.
Trustee, Maine Festival.
William C. Watterson, Assistant Professor of English
Poetry : "April" and "What the Earth Told Me" in the Maine Sunday
Telegram, 1980.
Memorial reading for James Wright, Bowdoin College, 1980.
Consultant, Maine Department of Educational and Cultural Services.
Susan E. Wegner, Assistant Professor of Art
"Further Notes on Francesco Vanni's Works for Roman Patrons," in
Mitteilungen des Kunsthistorischen Institutes in Florenz, 1979.
"Baroque Drawings," introductory essay, exhibition flyer, Bowdoin
College Museum of Art, 1981.
"Venetian Disegno and the Reform of Sienese Painting in the Late
Sixteenth Century." Paper presented to the College Art Association
annual meetings, 198 1.
Lauren S. Weingarden, Instructor in Art
"Louis H. Sullivan: Investigation of a Second French Connection,"
in Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, 1980.
Roxlyn C. Yanok, Administrative Assistant to the Director of the
Museums
Advisor, All Maine Biennial '81 exhibition, University of Southern
Maine.
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Study away (Exchange and others) 105
Students who completed work
January 1981 14 5
Students dropped for academic
deficiencies January 1981 2
Exchange students returning to home
colleges 2nd Semester 7
Students leaving for study away
(Exchange and others) 50
Students leaving for all other reasons
between September 1980 and January 198 1 38
Students enrolled January 16, 198
1
1,328 135
Returned from study away 16
Students readmitted January 198 1 10





(Regular Students who entered September 1980)
Massachusetts 99 Maryland 9
Maine 56 Rhode Island 8
New York 40 Vermont 8
Connecticut 22 Virginia 7
Pennsylvania 19 Minnesota 7
New Jersey 13 California 6
New Hampshire 12 Colorado 6
Illinois 10 Canada 5






























































































Romance Languages . 11 (5)
Sociology 17 (14)
* Figures in parentheses denote the number of students with a double major, e.g., Anthro-










Afro-Am. Studies 1, 2
Afro-Am. Studies 201
Anthropology 1,1.
Anthropology 3 . .
.





















































Art 54, 61 22 24
Art 63, 64 19 12
Art 65, 71 19 12
Art 72, 72 5 6
Art 75 10
Art 82 4
Art 201, 201 6 21
Art 202, 202 5 2
Art 203 3
Biochemistry 201, 201 4 2
Biochemistry 202, 202 1 2
Biochemistry 203 .... 1
Biology 15, 16 in 54
Biology 24 12
Biology 26 25
Biology 29, 34 16 36
Biology 36, 39 19 26
Biology 41 24
Biology 43, 44 24 39
Biology 45 17
Biology 47, 50 65 15
Biology 52 6
Biology 201, 201 9 1
Biology 202 7
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Biology 203, 203 1
Biology 204
Chemistry 15, 16 .... 105
Chemistry 22
Chemistry 25, 26 .... 68








Chemistry 202, 202 . . 4
Chemistry 203
Classics 9
Classics 201, 202 2
Economics 1,1 240
Economics 2
Economics 3, 4 60
Economics 5, 6 46
Economics 7 35
Economics 8 21






Economics 22, 23 .... 25
Economics 24
Economics 41




































































Envir. Studies 1; 51, 1
Envir. Studies 201 . .
.
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French 201, 201 1 2
French 202 1




Geology 201, 201 .... 1 2
Geology 202 1
German 1, 2 57 29
German 3, 4 32 29
German 5, 6 18 10
German 15, 16 11 10
German 17, 22 7 9
German 31, 32 28 144
German 201, 201 .... 3 1
German 202 3










Government 14, 16 . 6 84
Government 17, 18 . . 27 87
Government 19, 20 . . 41 25
Government 23 61
Government 25, 26 . . 13 30





Government 60, 61 . . 18 5
Acting President
Government 201, 201 3 2
Greek 1, 2 25 17
Greek 3, 4 7 8
Greek 5, 6 8 5
Greek 201 1




History 13, 14 57 69
History 16, 17 74 54
History 19 19
History 22, 23 34 52
History 24 65
History 26, 30 94 14
History 31 17
History 34, 35 26 25
History 38 38
History 39, 40 20 25
History 44 9
History 45, 2 17
History 50 17
History 52, 53 17 7
History 54 17
History 54, 1 ; 55 6 8
History 59 3
History 60, 61 3 16




Chinese 11, 12 8 3
Chinese 13, 14 4 4
Chinese 15, 16 1 1
Chinese 201, 201 ... 1 1
Chinese 202 1
Danish 21, 21 6 1
Greek 65, 65 3 2
Italian 1, 2 30 20
Japanese 37, 37 ... . 1 1
Polish 1 5
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Swedish 81
Swedish 82, 82 ....



























































































A total of 41 courses
in Music 51-58 and
Music 61-70
Music 51-58, 51-58 .
Music 61-70, 61-70 .
Philosophy 1,1
Philosophy 1, 2; 1, 2 .
Philosophy 1, 3
Philosophy 11, 12 ....
Philosophy 20, 21 ....
Philosophy 29
Philosophy 31, 37 ....
Philosophy 201, 201 .
.
Physics 2, 3
















Psychology 11, 12 ....
Psychology 13, 15 ....
Psychology 20
Psychology 23, 24 ....
Psychology 201, 201 . .





















































Religion 22, 23 25
Religion 24, 25 12
Religion 40, 1 13
Religion 201, 201 2
Russian 1, 2 34
Russian 3, 4 3
Russian 5, 6 7





















Sociology 6, 7 25 53
Sociology 8 9
Sociology 9 31
Sociology 10, 11 36 26
Sociology 13, 17 23 20
Sociology 19 40
Sociology 201, 201 ... 3 5
Sociology 202, 202 ... 1 2
Spanish 1, 2 36 20
Spanish 3, 4 23 16
Spanish 5, 6 15 15
Spanish 9, 10 13 7
Spanish 11, 12 5 8
Spanish 201, 201 1 2
Spanish 202 1
Report of the Librarian
To the Acting President of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor of submitting the following report for the year
ig8o-ig8i.
THE impact of the forty extra study carrels added last year is
not very visible. It is still difficult if not impossible to find a
study place in the library after seven o'clock on many evenings,
despite the fact that the noise level on the first and much of the
second floor has diminished very little. During the break between
the fall and spring semesters, the copy machines and the coin-
changer were moved to a less prominent location on the first floor,
and a range of stacks was installed directly in front of the main
stairwell entrance. These actions have helped to reduce the sound
level, but the library still serves as the primary social center on
the campus as well as a place to study. The two functions seem
mutually exclusive, yet a considerable number of students seem
able to integrate them to their own satisfaction. Partitions on the
first and second floor separating the library entrance and the cir-
culation desk from the rest of the library have been discussed and
will be installed during the summer if it is feasible to do so. Par-
titions will do nothing to enhance the library architecturally, but
they should make it possible to restore most of the building to a
place for quiet study.
The need for more study places and for more open stacks for
books continues to be acutely felt. A connection between Haw-
thorne-Longfellow Library and Hubbard Hall that would restore
the material now kept in Hubbard Hall to open-shelf access would
greatly enhance its value to students and faculty. Little-used ma-
terial in storage tends to become unused material, and useful
material tends to become little used. More floor space for the study
places would also help to reduce the noise problem; 1,375 students
must now share the same area that was shared by 900 students when
the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library was opened sixteen years ago.
The increase in the use of the library's collections as shown by
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the following table is an indication that the library continues to
be useful to members of the College.
TABLE I
Measurable Use of Collections, 1975/76-1979/80
1975-76 1976-77 197778 1978-79 1979-80
Lent (for
extended use) 40,838 34,685 39,937 33> x42 36,976
Lent (from
reserve) 52,831 51,402 50,647 62,730 65,861
Total 93,669 86,087 90,584 95,872 102,837
Interlibrary loan activity continues to grow. Although the li-
brary lends more than twice the number of items it borrows, the
number of items borrowed by the library on behalf of its readers
—
701 secured of the 740 requested, while it supplied to other libraries
1,644 °f 2?579 requested items—nearly doubled the number of
items (411) borrowed the previous year. It is likely that the rise can
at least in part be attributed to the readers' perception that inter-
library loan works better than it did in the past. The publication
of union lists of serials by library groups and the availability of
holdings through the OCLC, Inc., data base speed the identifica-
tion of libraries holding wanted books and journals, and fewer
blind requests are generated. The delay between request and re-
ceipt of material is considerably lessened.
Another service to readers that is growing slowly is bibliographic
data base searching. Most of the major abstracts and indexes are
now available in machine-readable form, and only a relatively brief
session at a computer terminal is required to extract from the data
base a bibliography of items related to a reader's specific needs.
The service is expensive and not yet a substitute for the abstracts in
hard copy in most cases. The data bases, however, contain many
abstracts and indexes which the library does not hold, and the auto-
mated searches are the only practical way that someone at Bowdoin
College can have access to them.
The following table shows the growth of the library over the
past five years.































































1975-76 460,286 196,635 231,898 9 13-5 22.5 io,545 16,502 517,631 5-1 i,795
1976-77 529,245 243,862 244,862 9 13-5 22.5 11,556 15,551 542,552 5-4 i,7i5
1977-78 562,050 246,882 269,215 9 13.5 22.5 12,062 18,080 560,129 5.2 1,720
1978-79 635,654 280,202 291,750 9 13.5 22.5 14,651 16,886 577,015 5-6 i,754
1979-80 672,243 320,573 30I,68l 9 13.5 22.5 15,465 16,229 593,126 4.9 1,776
While the growth of the collections has held steady over the years,
it is obvious that the cost to the College for maintaining the growth
has not. An analysis of library expenditures for books and journals
shows a close parallel between an index of the library's expendi-
tures for material over the past ten years and the cost indexes for
books and periodicals. A serious problem for the allocation of li-
brary book funds has developed over the years. Periodical prices
have risen much faster than the cost of books, so departments that
rely heavily on periodicals for library material no longer have
funds left to buy books and, in fact, have their funds overencum-
bered as soon as the new fiscal year begins. A new method of
allocating funds that recognizes this divergence in price increases
is being devised and will be in effect next year.
Students, faculty, and visiting scholars continued to make good
use of Special Collections. Students in nine different courses found
material in the collections for papers and course assignments. Four
hundred and forty-two readers used the collections (319 the pre-
vious year). Four hundred and ninety-four books (596) were used
and 996 (394) archive and manuscript collections were consulted,
while 210 written inquiries (200) were answered and 6,482 pages
of photocopies (3,465) were supplied. In addition, items for exhibi-
tions were loaned to the Maine State Museum, Westbrook College,
and the Union College Library.
Special Collections staff under Dianne Gutscher's direction
mounted six major exhibitions during the year: textbooks used in
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courses in 1830, 1880, 1930, and 1980; Bowdoin men of science;
views of the campus from 1822 to the projected plan for the campus
in 2000; Major General Oliver Otis Howard; manuscripts and
books of Bowdoin authors; and miscellaneous memorabilia related
to Bowdoin and members of the Bowdoin College family.
It is difficult to acknowledge adequately the contribution of the
library star? and the many members of the College community to
the execution of the library's mission. The staff secures the material
needed by the library's users, organizes it, and makes it available to
them. Without the support and counsel of the Faculty Committee
on the Library and the support and careful attention of the dean
of the faculty the library could not long sustain a satisfactory
level of service to the College.
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur Monke
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APPENDIX
Donors of Funds or Boo\s, ig8o-ig8i
It is my pleasure once more to report the establishment of new funds
to purchase books for the library. Gifts from John '58 and S. Victor
'64 Papacosma endowed the Solon and Kate Papacosma Memorial
Fund, named in honor of their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Norman P. Cohen
established the Charles and Gladys Cohen Book Fund in memory of his
parents. The John B. Chandler Book Fund was established by a gift
from John B. Chandler '37. A bequest from the estate of Alice C. Max-
well endowed a book fund in the name of her mother, Grace L. Maxwell.
A book fund established in honor of Athern Daggett '25, professor of
government and acting president of the College, was renamed the
Daggett Book Fund at the request of the family to honor the memory of
Catherine T. Daggett.
As always, many established book funds were augmented by gifts
from families and friends of those named in the fund. Included among
these funds are the Albert Abrahamson Book Fund, the James Alan
Auld Memorial Book Fund, the Charles M. Barbour, Jr. Book Fund,
the James E. Bland Memorial Book Fund, the Gina Briasco Special Col-
lections Fund, the Herbert Ross Brown Book Fund, the Philip Meader
Brown Book Fund, the Class of 1929 Book Fund, the Class of 1950 Me-
morial Book Fund, and the Philip D. Crockett Special Collections Fund.
Gifts increased the Stephen A. Devasto Memorial Book Fund, the
Betty Edwards Dober Library Fund, the William and Elizabeth Good-
man Library Fund, the Ernst C. and Louise R. Helmreich Book Fund,
the Roger Howell, Jr. Book Fund, the Robert E. Johnson Memorial
Fund, the Edward Chase Kirkland Book Fund, and the Fritz C. A.
Koelln Book Fund.
Also, the George Thomas and Lilly Little Fund, the Noel Charlton
Little Book Fund, the Charles H. Livingston Memorial Book Fund,
the Douglass H. McNeally Fund, the Bernice H. Mersereau Book Fund,
the Bela W. Norton Book Fund, the Ray W. and Rachel T. Pettengill
Library Book Fund, the Donald W. Philbrick Fund, the Robert W.
Pitman Memorial Book Fund, the Alfred Rehder Library Fund, the
Sills Book Fund, and the Stones-Pickard Special Editions Book Fund.
An exceptional collection of twenty-four Thomas Carlyle letters dat-
ing from 1820 to 1854 was given to the library by David Graham.
A collection of letters and documents relating to the Tucker family's
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shipping interests in the first half and middle of the nineteenth century
was presented to the library by Jane Tucker. The collection gives an
unusually complete picture of the economic and social aspects of trade
and shipbuilding on the Maine coast at a high point in its history. An-
other extraordinary gift was the early diaries and journals of Charles
Henry Foster (1855) who, though a loyal Union man, spent a good deal
of time in the South during the Civil War. The gift was made by
Charles H. Foster.
Donors of books and funds include Albert Abrahamson '26, Academic
International Press, Aetna Foundation, Robert G. Albion '18, Nancy
Anderson '79, Herbert D. Andrews '52, Anthoensen Press, Mrs. John
P. Armstrong, C. Ingersoll Arnold '39, Mr. and Mrs. John P. Auld, John
M. Bachulus '22, Mrs. Harry Baldwin, Charles M. Barbour, Jr. '33, Alan
M. Barron '69, J. Malcolm Barter, Whitman Bassow, John L. Baxter
'16, Arthur S. Beatty '29, Richard C. Bechtel '36, David P. Becker '70,
Richard A. Bensen '74, Ray S. Bicknell, Charles Wakefield Bishop,
Paul L. Bishop '49, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Bodwell, Mrs. Willard H.
Bonner, Grace Bosworth, Vance N. Bourjaily '44, Bowdoin Energy Re-
search Group, Society of Bowdoin Women, David J. Bradshaw '72,
Louis B. Briasco '69, Herbert Ross Brown H'63, Philip M. Brown, Fred-
erick O. Buckley, Jr. '70, Mary R. Calvert, Victoria L. Cameron, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas W. Cathcart, Antonette Chambers, John B. Chandler
'37, Eustace B. Chapman, Mrs. John P. Chapman, Sophie Chapman,
Nancy Randall Clark, Rupert O. Clark '51, Norman P. Cohen '56,
David A. Cole '74, Congoleum Corporation and Bath Iron Works Cor-
poration, David J. Corcoran '70, Lloyd O. Coulter '18, Sanford B. Cousins
'20, Louis O. Coxe, A. Chandler Crawford '37, Philip D. Crockett '20,
Gordon A. Cronin, Jeanette S. Cross, Leroy D. Cross, Robert Cross '45
and Mrs. Cross, P. Sears Crowell, Jr. '30, Howard S. Cutler '70, Edward
F. Dana '29, Joseph A. Dane '69, Mrs. Nathan Dane, Joseph H. Darling-
ton '28, Harrison M. Davis, Jr. '30 and Mrs. Davis, Powel Mills Dawley,
John D. Delahanty '70, Fred R. Dingley H'68, Gilbert B. Dodd '70, Mrs.
John M. Dorr, Janet Douglas, Mrs. Flester Dow, Mrs. Albert R. Dupont,
Charles P. Edwards '41, Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Etnier, Lucretia Evans,
Exxon Education Foundation, William A. Fickett '54, Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Floor, Charles H. Foster, Roy A. Foulke "19, Robert B. Fraser,
A. Myrick Freeman III, William F. Fry, Jr. '46, Bruce E. Fulton '70,
Grace B. Gallagher, John O. Gates, Albert E. Gibbons, Jr. '64, Gibbs and
Hill, Inc., John W. Goldkrand '62, Bernard M. Goodman '47, Charles F.
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Goodrich II '79, John T. Gould '31, David L. Graham, Mr. and Mrs. A.
LeRoy Greason, Jennifer J. Green '79, Marvin H. Green III '80, Mrs.
Carl Gutscher, Arthur T. Hamlin, Mrs. Theodore Harding, Richard
Harwell, Paul V. Hazelton '42, Karl Heiser, Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Helm-
reich, Jonathan Helmreich, Peter B. Hetherington '55, Peter H. Hickey
'59, Mrs. Clarence Hines, Jean Hoffman '79, Alfred T. Holt, Elizabeth
Gilmore Holt, Frederick J. Honold '74, Leland B. Howe '50, Roger
Howell, Jr. '58, Edward G. Hudon '37, Family of William S. Hunt,
Institute for the Study of Human Knowledge, George S. Isaacson '70,
Doris E. Johnson, Julie A. Johnson, Edward Jones, Samuel Kamerling,
Takahiro Kamogawa, Stafford Kay '64, Mrs. Edward C. Kirkland,
Julius W. A. Kohler '27, Donovan D. Lancaster '27, Lou Lavigne, Elfred
L. Leech '29, Mrs. Noel C. Little, Mrs. Charles Livingston, William N.
Locke '30, Helen F. Lovett, Larry Lutchmansingh, Gertrude B. Mc-
Carthy, Priscilla McCarty, McGraw-Hill Foundation, Inc., Mrs. Eugene
W. McNeally, George J. Marcopoulos '53, Brett J. Markel '69, Mary
Vaughan Marvin, Ward B. Masden, Jr., Verne S. Melanson '29, Kendall
Merriam, Ralph E. Mersereau, Richard A. Mersereau '69, August C.
Miller III '70, Gladys B. Molinar, William D. Mone '67, Richard E.
Morley '70, James M. Moulton, Mrs. Mace Neufeld, James J. Newman
'72, Mrs. Bela W. Norton, Frederick Nowell III '72, John W. Olson '70,
Carrington S. Oppenheim, S. Chesterfield Oppenheim, John Papacosma
'58, S. Victor Papacosma '64, George Paradis '49, Barrett Parker, Robert
D. Peakes '36, Mrs. Howard Peckworth, Jonathan W. Peirce, Daniel W.
Pettengill '37, George E. Pettengill '33, Richard L. Pettengill '64, Donald
W. Philbrick '17, Mrs. Karl R. Philbrick, Mrs. John C. Pickard, William
H. Pierson, Jr., Mrs. Robert Pitman, Polaroid Foundation, Bern Porter,
Robert G. Porter '41, George W. Price '70, Morton L. Price '56, Albert L.
Prosser '18 and Mrs. Prosser, Roger B. Ray '29, Mrs. Charles W. Redman,
Jr., Gerhard O. Rehder '31, Harald A. Rehder '29, Richard A. Rhodes II
'44, Glen K. Richards '60, Mrs. Reginald Robinson, Amy K. Robson '79,
Lewis W. Rollinson '29, Stephen N. Ross '63, Barbara Rotundo, Mrs.
Charles A. Rueger, C. Bernard Ruffin III '69, Kent A. Sato, Ben Savell,
Elliott S. Schwartz, Henry D. M. Sherrerd, Jr. '52, Mrs. Vincent Silliman,
Cyril H. Simmons '26, Cloyd E. Small '20, Helen A. Small, Charles P.
Spalding '17, Isabelle Sparks, Frederick A. Spear '45, Sherman D. Spec-
tor '50, James F. Sterio '70, Wayne R. Strasbaugh '70, Kenneth P. T. Sul-
livan '39, Charles G. Sweet, John L. Swift '62, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Tarmy,
Ruth Hunt Thompson, David Thorndike '46, Mrs. F. Davis Timberlake,
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Mrs. Frank Titus, Jane Tucker, United States Trust Company, Luiz F.
Valente '71, Barent S. Vroman, Jr., Barry C. Waldorf '58, Kenneth R.
Walton '69, Arthur W. Wang '40, Nathan W. Watson '35, Gordon L.
Weil '58, Western Electric Fund, Howard Whalin, Ralph L. Wheeler,
Luther G. Whittier '13, Philip S. Wilder '23, Robert J. Woodward,
Leland C. Wyman '18, Marguerite Yourcenar H'68.
Report of the Director, College Museums
To the Acting President of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor of submitting the following report for the year
1980-1g8i:
Introduction
SINCE 1892-1893, the Report of the President of Bowdoin Col-
lege has included a section on the Museum of Art. In that
year President Hyde described "progress in construction of the
Walker Art Building" which was to be dedicated in June 1894.
Professor Henry Johnson, curator of the art collections, submitted
a formal report in 1895-1896, which was similar to the current
report. In 1898-1899 the earliest temporary exhibitions were re-
corded, a practice which continues today. Following the founding
of the Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum in 1967, a review of that
museum's programs was added to the report.
Long-term Projects
In 1979-1980, a disposal policy was prepared for the Museum of
Art, and this year a collection policy is being developed. Both
statements provide a basis for the care and development of the
museum collection. Additionally, all aspects of the museum
—
budget, care of collections, staffing, programming, and fund-raising
—will be addressed in a five-year plan.
Another major project with far-reaching implications for the
Museum of Art and the College is climate control. Previous reports
have emphasized this need for the care of the collections, and this
year plans were made for a system to meet the specifications ap-
proved by the Governing Boards Committee on the Museums. The
climate control system under consideration requires new exterior
and interior construction, substantial addition of machinery and
ductwork, moving the entire collection, and the replastering of
some and repainting of all interior surfaces. The installation,
operational, and maintenance costs of the proposed system must be
balanced against the important need which the system is designed
to meet before the present review can proceed to a recommendation.
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Programs
The programs of the museums fall into four categories: exhibi-
tions, lectures and performances, publications, and membership.
In organizing them, the staff attempts to plan events which arouse
curiosity, directly involve the public with the permanent collec-
tions, lead to a greater enjoyment of art, and complement the cur-
riculum at Bowdoin. In addition, the museum's programs recog-
nize the contemporary visual and performing artist and draw the
museums' public into the artist's world, thereby assisting in the
growth of understanding and appreciation between artist and
patron, artist and audience.
Exhibitions
Of the sixteen exhibitions which took place this year in the
Museum of Art, four were held in the Temporary Exhibition
Gallery, and eleven were organized for the smaller Twentieth
Century and Becker Galleries. The other exhibition was of Alison
Knowles's work and included her performance piece, Gem Duc\,
which is described below. The content of the shows in the smaller
galleries was largely determined by campus programs or Depart-
ment of Art courses (see list below). Three American Sculptors
and the Female Nude, on view from mid-July to mid-September,
studied the work of the twentieth-century artists Gaston Lachaise,
Elie Nadelman, and Alexander Archipenko through the evolution
of their treatment of one theme. The exhibition, organized by the
Fogg Art Museum at Harvard and shared only with Bowdoin,
was accompanied by a catalogue written by Jean Wasserman. Three
American Sculptors was a costly and difficult project for the mu-
seum, but it was a marvelous opportunity to display sculpture, a
medium rarely shown at Bowdoin or in Maine. The exhibition
was of the highest quality, with sculpture lent from the artists'
estates, and ideally complemented the content of the major fall
show. The project was assisted by financial support from John N.
Stern, an enthusiastic collector of twentieth-century sculpture,
another private donor, the Lachaise Foundation, and the Maine
State Commission on the Arts and the Humanities. The extraordi-
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nary effort involved was well rewarded. More than eighteen thou-
sand persons saw the exhibition.
Paintings from the William H. Lane Foundation: Modern
American Masters, with works by Georgia O'Keefre, Arthur Dove,
Stuart Davis, and Charles Sheeler forming the nucleus of this col-
lection, was the major fall show. The paintings, never before seen
in Maine, offered an illuminating contrast to the contemporary
sculptures previously exhibited. The work of the Chinese-Ameri-
can artist Yun Gee, also of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s, displayed at the
same time in the Twentieth Century Gallery further broadened
the viewers' perceptions of modern American art. In conjunction
with the exhibitions, the museum sponsored three lectures: John
Driscoll, curator of the Lane Foundation collection, spoke on the
paintings lent to Bowdoin; Rick Stewart, assistant professor of art
at Williams College, discussed American Precisionism ; and Joyce
Brodsky, associate professor of art at the University of Connecticut
at Storrs, lectured on Yun Gee.
In January and February, prints and paintings by the interna-
tionally known contemporary artist, Alan Shields, offered a new
visual experience to Maine artists and art students. Shields was
present for the opening and participated in Bowdoin studio classes
which were attended by students from the Portland School of Art
and the University of Southern Maine.
The Haystac\ Tradition: Art in Craft Media, largely funded by
the New England Foundation for the Arts, opened March 19.
Margaret R. Burke, formerly curator of collections at Bowdoin, di-
rected the project. The Haystack Mountain School of Crafts is a
summer institution on Deer Isle, and for nearly thirty years an
international center for the teaching of crafts. The school is well
known in Europe and America but unfamiliar to many in Maine.
For this reason, the quality of Haystack faculty and students, and
the significance of their craftsworks, Bowdoin undertook the
project, a first of its kind for the Museum of Art. Sixty-eight artists
were represented in the exhibition which included ceramics, metal
work, textiles, woodcarving, photographs, and prints. The Hay-
stack show will travel to the William Benton Museum of Art,
University of Connecticut at Storrs; the Rose Art Museum, Bran-
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deis University; the Museum of Art of the Rhode Island School of
Design, Providence; and the Sterling and Francine Clark Art
Institute, Williamstown, Massachusetts.
The lighting for the major exhibitions was done by John Green,
a local consultant who has donated his services to the Museum of
Art for five years. The efTects he achieves add greatly to the appear-
ance of each installation. He has really become a member of the
staff, and his contribution is vital to the exhibition program.
Lectures and Performances
In addition to the talks cited above, the Museum of Art spon-
sored other lectures and performances throughout the year. In
scheduling these activities, the intent was to draw the public and,
especially, students into the Walker Building, in order to expand
ideas of the role of an art museum, to make of that atmosphere a
viable space for creativity and enjoyment. With the assistance of
Malcolm Goldstein, assistant professor of music, Ruth M. Abra-
ham, director of Film, Video and Language Laboratories, and
partial funding from the Committee on Lectures and Concerts
and the Bowdoin Women's Association, Alison Knowles executed
a performance piece, Gem Duc\, in early December. Examples of
her graphic and photocopy-generated work were shown at the time
of the performance. In February, again with partial support from
the Committee on Lectures and Concerts, Jennifer Montagu, Slade
Professor of Fine Art, Cambridge University, spoke on "Roman
Baroque Marble Sculpture." The Bowdoin Dance Group, directed
by June A. Vail, performed Museum Pieces 111 in the first week in
May, marking the third year of particularly successful collabora-
tion between the College's dance program and the Museum of Art.
Publications
The 335 typewritten pages of the Handboo\ to the Collections
were delivered to The Anthoensen Press, Portland, in early March
for typesetting. Once the final selection of printer has been made,
the estimated time for completion is from four to six months.
The other major museum publication this year is the Haystack
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exhibition catalogue which was designed by Linda Gordon, with
photographs by Bobby Hanson.
Additionally, brochures have been prepared for each Becker
Gallery show. For their contributions to two of these, I wish to
thank Susan E. Wegner, assistant professor of art, for her work on
Baroque Drawings from the Bowdoin College Museum of Art and
John McKee, lecturer in art, for his work on Photographer s
Choice. Each brochure accompanied exhibitions of the same name.
Due to the efforts of Louise Hardy, of the Museum Volunteer
Associates, and Patricia McGraw Anderson, outreach educator, a
newsletter was printed in early April. The newsletter, which will
appear on a quarterly basis, is intended to be a medium of com-
munication between professional staff and Museum Associates. It
will give notice of activities and report on major undertakings.
Mrs. Hardy donated a great deal of time to the design and content
of the newsletter, and her excellent work is much appreciated.
Another project, a kind of publication, is a videotape on the
Museum of Art which Barbara J. Kaster, Harrison King McCann
Professor of Oral Communication, is producing with the assistance
of Ms. Abraham. The finished tape will include views of the
Walker Building and of major objects from the collections, exhibi-
tion openings, lectures, and performances as background to a brief
history of the museum, description of programs, and introduction
to staff members and what they do. The tape will be available to
the Alumni Office, groups interested in visiting the museum, and
local schools.
Membership
The Museum Volunteer Associates continue to prosper; the
benefits of membership this year include invitations to all museum
programs, the Haystac\ catalogue, a museum shop discount, and
free admission to the film series, a product of student and staff
collaboration. The volunteers have achieved tremendous success
under the leadership of President Jeanne Mayo, and with the guid-
ance of Mrs. Anderson. They reorganized the training of docents,
prepared slide kits with lecture notes on both museums for loan to
classes wishing to visit the campus, planned a special workshop
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for twenty-two area elementary and high school teachers, and or-
ganized an evening of ice skating to benefit the schooner Bowdoin,
raising over two hundred fifty dollars. The number of tours con-
ducted by docents is higher than ever before. Staff aides offer in-
valuable assistance at the reception desks of both museums and at
exhibition openings. The generous contribution of time by the
volunteers enriches the educational programs offered to the public.
Their thoughtful support of the professional staff is integral to this
year's success.
A number of staff changes and activities have occurred. In June,
Ms. Burke resigned as curator of collections to become assistant to
the director at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts in Richmond;
John W. Coffey II replaced Ms. Burke. Kerry A. O'Brien, cura-
torial assistant, resigned in July; Paula J. Volent assumed that posi-
tion in November. In October, Karen Thibeault became reception-
ist in the Arctic Museum, replacing Christine M. Miller.
The new half-time position of outreach educator, created in part
by Maine State Commission on the Arts and the Humanities fund-
ing, was filled by Mrs. Anderson in September. Her responsibilities
are threefold: to provide professional guidance to museum volun-
teers, to aid in the interpretation for public benefit of museum
collections and exhibitions, and to reach larger audiences through
increased publicity and expanded educational services. Mr. Coffey's
main areas of concern are the preservation, installation, and research
of the permanent collections. With the assistance of Peter Sim-
mons, technician/preparator, Ms. Volent, and Brenda J. Pelletier,
registrar, he has undertaken the repainting and reinstallation of the
Homer, Bowdoin, and Walker Galleries. The Boyd Gallery will be
rehung this summer. In addition, he is conducting a complete re-
organization of painting storage and beginning a review of the
curatorial files.
Marilyn Dwyer and Marion Winkelbauer, receptionists in the
Museum of Art, have doubled shop profits in the eleven months
they have been sharing the position. They are also involved with
public relations for the museums. Their success with the manage-
ment of the sales desk area is one of the most positive developments
of this year.
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The achievement of the museums' staff and the harmony of their
collaboration as they skillfully handle a demanding workload is
a source of pride for all of the College. The Bowdoin museums are
considered among the finest such institutions in America. Such a
judgment results from the importance of the collections, the ar-
chitecture of the Walker Building, and certainly the talents and
determination of the people who work there and in the Arctic
Museum.
Veary-MacMillan Arctic Museum
The Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum continues to be an im-
portant cultural and historical resource for the Bowdoin com-
munity. During the past year, considerable progress has been
achieved in both the care and interpretation of the museum's rich
and varied collections.
The museum successfully completed an ambitious project begun
last year: to preserve its large and historically invaluable photo-
graphic archives. For this project the museum received generous
support from the National Historical Publications and Records
Commission which was matched by a private donor. During
1980-1981, Walter Arnold, a highly skilled photographic techni-
cian, made copy negatives and prints of over five thousand rapidly
deteriorating nitrate negatives. As a result, these important visual
records have been saved and made more accessible to the general
public.
More accessible, too, are the extensive collections of MacMillan
letters, documents, and manuscripts. Mary Hughes, former head of
the library's Special Collections, located and carefully inventoried
many hundreds of items presently divided between the Arctic
Museum and the Hawthorne-Longfellow Library.
The museum greatly increased the range and scope of its educa-
tional program under the direction of Mrs. Anderson. During the
fall, weekly training sessions were conducted for the volunteer
docents. The sessions focussed on various aspects of the museum's
collection and included an informative discussion with Curator
Miriam Look MacMillan and a special showing of the documen-
tary film Green Seas, White Ice. This film, produced last year by
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Professor Kaster, has been shown to local school and civil organiza-
tions and to many alumni groups throughout the country.
Throughout the year, volunteer docents provided guided tours
of the exhibits to many groups. In addition to the activities pre-
viously cited, volunteers contributed many hours to the cataloguing
of the museum's study library and to developing new educational
aids for use by the docents.
Mrs. MacMillan has been a wonderful support throughout the
year and a source of inspiration and information for programming.
She has been especially important to the volunteers, and I am
most appreciative of her continuing efforts on behalf of the Arctic
Museum. I also wish to acknowledge with gratitude C. Warren
Ring, former vice president for development, who continues to ad-
vise me on matters relating to the museum to which he has given so
much time in the past fourteen years.
In February, Mrs. MacMillan and Mr. Ring represented the
museum at dinners sponsored by the Kane Lodge and Dutch Treat
Club in New York City. At each, they gave a report and slide
lecture on the museum and the current restoration of the schooner
Bowdoin.
The Trustees of the Russell and Janet Doubleday Fund and Kane
Lodge Foundation Inc. deserve special recognition. The annual
gifts from these two sources fund the educational activities of the
Arctic Museum. Without such generosity, and the gifts of indi-
vidual donors, the Arctic Museum's activities and hours would be
curtailed. I am extremely grateful for their support.
Acknowledgements
Many individuals contribute in various ways to the operations
of the museums, and in last year's Report I listed a number of these
who have freely given of their time and expertise. In 1980-1981, I
particularly wish to acknowledge the assistance of Alfred H.
Fuchs, dean of faculty, and William C. Pierce, vice president of the
President and Trustees. Dean Fuchs is the College administration's
liaison for the museums ; in this role, he has worked tirelessly for
both institutions, and his appreciation of the accomplishments of
the staff has been an important source of encouragement. Mr.
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Pierce, who retires from his trusteeship in May, has served for
fourteen years as chairman of the Boards' committee concerned
with the museums. He is one of the greatest supporters of the arts
that the College has known, and his absence will be keenly felt.
Mr. Pierce's efforts on behalf of the museums and the care, patience,
and persistence with which he has carried out his responsibilities
as committee chairman are deeply appreciated. I hope that his in-
terest in the Bowdoin museums will continue following his
retirement.
Conclusion
It is not easy to write this year's Report as I sit among letters
from such organizations as the American Association of Museums
and Association of Art Museum Directors requesting aid in lobby-
ing for the survival of the Institute of Museum Services, currently
threatened with dissolution, and against the fifty percent cuts
targeted for the National Endowment for the Arts and the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities. The reductions slated for
the endowments will in turn affect cultural agencies at the state
level and all aspects of the performing and visual arts in Maine.
The Bowdoin College Museum of Art and Peary-MacMillan Arctic
Museum have benefited tremendously from grant support offered
by these federal and state agencies, monies matched by the College,
endowment income, private foundations, and individual donors.
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APPENDIX
Exhibitions
June io-July 13, 1980 (Becker Gallery) : City Views: New Yor\ 1849-
1972.
June 17-July 13, 1980 (Halford Gallery) : African Art and Musical
Instruments.
June 19-September 21, 1980 (Twentieth Century Gallery) : Selected
Wor\s from the Collection of Walter K. Gutman '24.
July 18-September 14, 1980 (Temporary Exhibition Gallery) : Three
American Sculptors and the Female Nude.
July 18-September 28, 1980 (Becker Gallery) : Zorachs at Bowdoin.
October 10-November 16, 1980 (Becker Gallery) : Portraits by Ernest
Has\ell.
October 10-November 23, 1980 (Temporary Exhibition Gallery) : Paint-
ings from the William H. Lane Foundation: Modern American
Masters.
October 10-December 14, 1980 (Twentieth Century Gallery) : The Paint-
ings of Yun Gee.
December 2-1 1, 1980 (Temporary Exhibition Gallery) : A Performance/
Exhibition of Wor\s by Alison Knowles.
January 13-February 1, 1981 (Becker Gallery) : The Development of
Lithography.
January 16-February 22, 198 1 (Temporary Exhibition and Twentieth
Century Galleries) : Alan Shields: Paintings & Prints.
February 3-March 5, 1981 (Becker Gallery) : Baroque Drawings from
the Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
March 7-March 22, 1981 (Becker Gallery) : Reginald L. Jackson African
Extensions: A Photographic Search for African Survivals in the
Americas.
March 20-May 31, 1981 (Temporary Exhibition and Twentieth Century
Galleries) : The Haystac\ Tradition: Art in Craft Media.
March 24-April 19, 1981 (Becker Gallery) : Photographic Images.
April 21-May 31, 1981 (Becker Gallery) : Honors Students Exhibition.
Loans to Other Museums
Lent to Ta\e a Piece of Tin exhibition, Maine State Museum,
Augusta, Maine, March 15, 1980-March 31, 1981: Anonymous, Silver
Tray.
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Lent to John Sloan: The Gloucester Years exhibition, Museum of
Fine Arts, Springfield, Massachusetts, July 13-August 31, 1980; The
Montclair Art Museum, Montclair, New Jersey, September 21-Novem-
ber 2, 1980; Hunter Museum of Art, Chattanooga, Tennessee, Novem-
ber 23, 1980-January 4, 198 1 ; Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica,
New York, January 25-March 8, 1981; The Heckscher Museum, Hun-
tington, New York, April 15-June 15, 1981: John Sloan, Island and
Wisteria and Signals.
Lent to Edwin Dickinson: Selected Landscapes exhibition, Hirshhorn
Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington, D. C, September 17-
December 14, 1980; J. B. Speed Museum, Louisville, Kentucky, January
19-March 1, 198 1 : Edwin Dickinson, Carousel Bridge, Paris.
Lent to Beyond Nobility: Art for the Private Citizen in the Early
Renaissance exhibition, Allentown Art Museum, Allentown, Pennsyl-
vania, September 28, 1980-January 4, 1981: Niccolo Fiorentino, At-
tributed to, Marsilio Ficino.
Lent to ]an Matul\a, 1890-19J2 exhibition, National Museum of
American Art, Washington, D. C, November 21, 1980-February 8, 1981
:
Jan Matulka, Untitled (Drill, Tri-Square).
Lent to Dutch Seventeenth-Century Portraiture: The Golden Age
exhibition, John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, Florida,
December 4, 1980-February 8, 1981 : Pierre Aury and Anonymous, Com-
memorative Medals on the Death of Jan and Cornelius de Witt.
Lent to Roma Resurgens: Papal Medals in the Age of the Baroque ex-
hibition, Mount Holyoke College Art Museum, South Hadley, Massa-
chusetts, March 4-April 26, 198 1; Smart Gallery, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois, May 14-June 21, 1981; The University of Michigan




Anonymous: Sigmund Abeles, American (b. 1934), Falling Baby, 1970,
charcoal (1980.35), and Running Vietnamese Woman, color etching
and aquatint (1980.36) ; Leonard Baskin, American (b. 1922), Hydro-
gen Man, 1954, and Tormented Man, 1953, woodcuts (1980.37-.38)
;
Robert Birmelin, American (b. 1933), The Tower, etching (1980.39);
Hyman Bloom, American (b. 1913), Untitled, sanguine crayon
(1980.40), and Untitled, graphite (1980.41) ; Guillaume Duprc, French
(ca. 1576- 1643), Medal of Louis XIII, 1626, bronze (1980.32) ; Jacques
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Fabien d'Agogy Gautier, French (1710-1781), Anatomical Head,
colored mezzotint (1980.42); Rockwell Kent, American (1882-1971),
Sermili\ Fiord, 193 1, color lithograph (1980.43); Kathe Kollwitz,
German (1867-1945), Untitled, etching and aquatint (1980.44) ; Henri
Matisse, French (1869-1954), Poemes de Charles d'Orleans, 1950, un-
bound book with multicolor lithographs (1980.33); John McKee,
American (b. 1937), Roadside, Pownal, 1972, black and white photo-
graph (1980.45); and Pierre Paul Prud'hon, French (1758-1823), Une
Famille Malheureuse, 1822, lithograph (1980.46).
Argosy Partners, Bond Street Partners and Forstmann-Lef? Associates:
Mary Bauermeister, American (b. 1934), Art Investment Report,
1973, and Rainbow, 1973, lithographs (1980.14-.15); Romare Bearden,
American (b. 1914), Tidings, ca. 1973 (1980.12); Ilya Bolotowsky,
American (b. 1907), Orange Tondo, ca. 1973, silkscreen (1980.11);
Alexander Calder, American (1898-1976), Balloons, ca. 1973, litho-
graph (1980.16); Red Grooms, American (b. 1937), Mango Mango,
1973, silkscreen (1980.17); Robert Rauschenberg, American (b. 1925),
Support, 1973, lithograph (1980.10) ; Larry Rivers, American (b. 1923),
Living at the Movies, 1974, silkscreen and lithograph (1980.8) ; James
Rosenquist, American (b. 1933), Horizon Bar, 1973, lithograph, silk-
screen and collage (1980.9) ; and Francisco Zuniga, American (b.
1911), Yucateca Con Fruta, 1974, silkscreen (1980.13).
James M. Brown III: American, mid-nineteenth century, Fireman's
Speaking Trumpet, ca. 1850-1870, pewter (1980.51).
Mrs. Mitchell Miller: American, eighteenth-century, Miniature Portrait
of Peter Bowdoin, watercolor on ivory (1980.18).
Elizabeth J. Peak: Elizabeth J. Peak, American (b. 1952), Ortega Street,
Santa Barbara, California, 1979, and Culver City, California, 1979,
etchings and aquatints (1980.47-.48).
Mme. Marguerite Yourcenar H '68: Aristide Maillol, French (1861-
1944), Standing Nude, lithograph (1980.5) ; Nicholas Vachel Lindsay,
American (1879-1931), We Start West for the Waterfalls, 1920-1922,
pen and ink manuscript page with drawing (1980.6); and Malvina
Hoflrnan, American (1887-1931), Bust of Mme. Marguerite Your-
cenar, 1962, plaster (1980.7).
Gifts
(Peary-MacMillan Arctic Museum)
Mr. and Mrs. Fred R. Coryell '50: Bloc\ of Wood from the Ship Roose-
velt (AM 1980.2)
.
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Bequest of Lawrence Dana '35: Canadian Eskimo, twentieth century,
Figure of Eskimo Hunter with Harpoon and Mallet, black soapstone
with bone attachments (AM 1980.3.1); and }. Tumik, Canadian
Eskimo, twentieth century, Figure of a Polar Bear, white soapstone
(AM 1980.3.2).
Alexander D. Piatt '66 and Family: Collection of 579 blac\ and white
negatives of Rutherford Piatt's Arctic Photographs (1980.1.1-.579).
Purchases
Jack Beal, American (b. 1931) : Still Life, 1978, colored lithograph
(1980.1).
Thomas Cole (after), American (1801-1848) : The Voyage of Life:
Youth, engraving (1980.50).
John Constable, English (1776-1837) : Millford Bridge, by Salisbury,
1826, etching (1980.19).
Howard Norton Cook, American (b. 1901) : Edison Plant, 1930, litho-
graph (1980.23).
Thomas B. Cornell, American (b. 1937) : Portrait of President Roger
Howell, Jr., oil on canvas (1980.52).
Arthur G. Dove, American (1880-1946): Centerport Series, #1, 1941,
gouache and charcoal (1980.28).
Hippolyte-Jean Flandrin, French (1809-1864) : Figure Study, red chalk
with graphite (1980.26).
Winslow Homer, American (1836-1910) : Thanksgiving Day—The
Church Porch, 1865; The Family Record, 1875, and The New Town
of Belmont, Massachusetts, 1859, wood engravings (1980.3-.4 and
1980.34).
Walt Kuhn, American (1877-1949) : Reclining Nude, 1938, pen and ink
with wash (1980.27).
Hans Sebald Lautensack, German (1524-1560/63) : Dr. Georg von Rog-
genbach, 1554, etching (1980.20).
Adriaan Lubbers, Dutch (1892-1954) : South Ferry, 1929, lithograph
(1980.24).
Jan Matulka, American (1890-1972) : Untitled (Drill—Tri Square), ca.
1933, pen and ink with graphite (1980.22).
Abelardo Morell, Jr. '71, American (b. 1948) : Wollaston, Massachusetts,
1979, and lona, Scotland, 1978, black and white photographs (1980.30-
•30-
Roderick O'Conor, American (1861-1940) : La Maison Aupres du Bois,
ca. 1893, etching (1980.21).
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Alan J. Shields, American (b. 1944) : Two Four Too, 1978, mixed media
( 1980.29a &b).
George A. Tice, American (b. 1938) : Petit's Mobil Station, Cherry Hill,
N. ]., 1974, silverprint (1980.49).
Theodore Valerio, French (1819-1879) : Mother and Child, charcoal and
white chalk (1980.25).
Jean Antoine Watteau, French (1684-1721) : Recrue Allant foindre le
Regiment, etching (1980.2).


